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1. BACKGROUND TO THE GUIDE 

The origin of t!~is Gaidc to 'TCChilO I"!$ Tr.i,,sfi~t- i'iil, /a,: / i.riC<?‘, 
~0 the Rural Technology Mceilng ory.znized by the i:omm",,- 
iiealth Secretariat with the Govor~ment. of Tzinzania in .4ru:iha, 
Tanzania in :Iugyu*t 197T. At that nwiting more than 100 
items of 10ci~lly made equipnrni fror all ~ountrirs o* East, 
Ccntrnl and Southern Airica, as r<:eii~ as some frorr, lie*t 
Africa. India and Papua leer Guinea, were brought t"gether 
and rested in thr field by parricipants draw from all the 
countries of Conunonii-ealth Africa. The participants al*" had 
the OppOrtuniry to compare rx~erience* "i tack;in~ the 
rechnical, economic and administrative rrobl-1:s of gprring 
wpraprla~e equipment from the draain,g board TO the faclor, 
bench, and thence "ut to rhe user*. 

The Arusba !.ieetinr ccas tffecti\-c in opening people's 0:;~s to 
the t!ide rang" of implements desigl,cd and made in the 
cauntrics of the region. Though most countries still dcprnd 
ht?ai~ily on imported agricultural equipment from the developed 
-.<~a r 1 d , the mei-ring shoxwd rhai mani of these imports arc 
high cost lnappropr~~ate to counrries need*, difficult IL 
maintain in remote rural area*, and thar they could to a 
large extent be replaced bi locall]: manufactured alrernatives. 

Fo'lowing the meeting there ha* been *"me expansion of 
technology transfer txifhin the region. Countries nc're able 
10 obtain samples of the items they saw xt Arusha which they 
Thou&t appropriate to their needs. Local manufacture of 
simple tools - for example ox-ploughs~ harrows, to"! hare 
and vialed' pumps - has expanded in some countries. Plans 
have beer. drawn u:, in other countries for local manufacture 
under licence of more complex itexs such as small tractors. 
Excnange risirs have been arranged 1.0 promote further the 
spread of information betwee: counrries. 

But the barriers 5" communication and technology transfer 
are still ver:- strong. Even when coilntries krww the equip- 
ment the]- want, and have found out where it is lade within 
the region, logistical obstacles, customs harriers and 
financial restrictions often prevent them from obtaining it. 
It is lrequently easier to purchase from established 
suppliers through esrablished trade routes in Europe, than 
from a manufacturer Just over the border in a neighhouring 
territory, 

Thia Guide has been prepared to help to break down such 
barriers. Its publication has been delayed to await the 
achievement of independence in Zimbabwe, which is not only 
an important nenufacturer Oil agriculEura1 equipment in its 
Olin rigilL, hut also forms an important link in the trade 
route* between Ea*t and Central Africa on the one hand, and 
Central and Southern Africa on the other. 

In East Africa the demise of the East African Community has 
left c"xntries cautious about unequal exchanges with their 
nlighhours, hut no :es* conscious of the need for de\-eloping 
mutually beneficial trading relati"n*hips within the region. 
in Central and Southern Africa the establishment cf the 
Sorthern Africa Deaeiopment Co-ordination Conference, 
emerging from the grouping of Front Line State* forged in 
the Zimbabwe Liberation Var, has the "hjectire of reducing 
econcmic dependence on Souih Africa and strengthening economic 
integration between the msrrber countries. The authors of 
this Guide therefox exprcl: that She information it contains 
iii11 fall on fertile ground; rhey tflist rhat it till prove 
usrfiil both to manufacturer* and t" users of agricultural 
equipment in East, Central and Southern Africa. 
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2. AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLCGY IN EAST, CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN AFRICA 

1ntTOd”Ction Historically. pcor corvunicaiions and i~mperfect vnr!:<:ts ,,a~<, 
obstructed the rr.f?e tl‘ansier of approprinte a~ricuIfur21 
technnloEies in sub-X‘aba3.m Xrica. Traditional hand tools 
of which in the 1'3th century there was :i s:ide TX~~C' ixri 1 
suited to local conditions, disappeared in most parts of t,hc 
continent i.s I‘?RBS nroductd aitrrnativrs w:w icvorri,d iron 
t,ir '"est. 9ut ,:.tl-v' of the imported tools i!'c~re d;simed 101 
a1ricnn CO"di tions, sld ,rlost have prowd Ph?Si cal I? I~CO1~~~~ 
qicnl?y or econonicnll:: inappropriate. Only in reccnT years 
hnx~i? serious atrenpts hern made to pi-oducc in ,\li-ica rools 
designed specificall!: lor local conditions, bl!i Idinr: or: both 
imported and indigenous experience. Haweaer ) :er Of t!lPsE 
tools hhve :t?t beconc '?idel~y nvnilable. 
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In Eastern Africa dur:nc t!ie colonial rericdd local planuLac- 
ture of ilandtools by villa;:r blzLckiniths was discouraged in 
order to secu-e x c31cnis.l narket for tht limited. 2nd rioi: 
~familiar ranrw of !I .:+i: forks and cutlnsses madi and 
desiqe? in Euro!?e. Traditional desiqns of handtools survive 
in '!est Atl.<ca: in East and Central Africa the:; are a lost 
technolov,. Ic crder to accelerate the output of industri;il 
croi's, the colonial powers then introduced nniral-drawn 
a.rrr1Ciiltul-al tools, nr.d thi.s ~a6 accompanied hy :,!I? !;pread 
nortbw.rds of desi-n:; b:ou::ht to Africa by the Boer se;Jli:rs 
of South Africa. IIence mxst animal--draw7 implements used in 
KS Africa (1) tori&g zre derived fror European codels. 
dominated by the single furrolv nould-board piou~h. 

In the immediate nest-independence period cf the ?CiKis t.here 
was a videspread introduction of tractors to ECS Africa, tc 
raise the productivity of agriculture. and a similarly ex- 
tensive adoption of diesel nomered nater-lifting, ceneratinu: 
and milling m.chinery. During? this time, the use of anina,l-- 
dra~lv" tools also increased, bui their design WIRS seidoc 
questioned and nest ~were icgorted from estabiishfd European 
and So-uth African sources. 

(1) ECS Africa is used throuqbout to refer to East, Central 
and Scuthern Africa. the region with l?hich this puide 
is concerned. The counrries included. fron norrh to 
south, ark Grnyn, Uganda. Tanzmia, ilalas:>i. Zmbia. 
Zinbah!ce , Rotsvana, S*%xcj~land and Lesotho. The puide 
should alSo be of use to ‘!ozanbique and An:ola, mwber3 
of the newly formed !q-oli?in~ of Southern African States 



Finding the 
Appropriate 
Design 

Moving to 
Local 
hlanufacture 

Constraints 
to Local 
Manufacture: 
patents 

Nary of the l"!r-cost implements suitable Tor agricuiturc, ill 
ECS Africz can n"w be found xithin the region, and are simple 
enough for local nznufncture. Imported models can bc made 
more appropriate by adaptive TC'SPU~C,I and d~rel"pment, and 
indeed agricultural research centres in KS Africa have 
increasing attention to the design or development of new 

paid 

tools which are particularly appropriate t" local conditions, 

Attention has to be p?id not only to engineering aspects, 
but also t" the arallability of animal and other forms of 
power, to the peak periods of labour demand in peasant 
agriculture, and t" the maintenance skills found in rural 
3reas Increasingly such research is done in collsboraticn 
with research centres in other countries of the region 
greatly reduces its cost :.nd increases Its cffeLtlreneks'yhich i / 

The surest way in which countries can obtain agricultural 
equipment appropriate to their needs is t" make it themselves. 
There has indeed been a considerable exparision of local 
nanufacture of agricultural implements in the region in 
recent :-ears. 

In the 1960s there were less than ten factories in XS Africa 
manufacturing a restricted range of agricultural implements: 
today, as this catalogue shows, there is a wide range of 
tools produced in some thirty factories spread through ever7 
country of the region, and these are all tnois appropriate ' 
to low-cost, small farm operation. 

Initially the designs used were derivatives of the models 
previously imported: seven local factories now manufacture 
single-furrow mould-board ploughs based on rhe original 
South African designs. But some smaller workshops are n"ru 
producing more original designs, based on local research and 
better suited to local conditions. Manufacturing 1n the 
region is thus at a transitional stage between the use of 
imported and locally developed designs. 

Loral manufact,xe or assembly of imported designs of complex 
equipment is generally arranged under licence or in agreement 
wirh the original producers. But with simpler low-cosr 
agricultural tools, 'pirating' - manufacture in defiance of, 
or in the absence of, design patents - is much more commonly 
practised. 

Although pirating is the simplest way of gaining access t" 
a design, it frequently leads t" an unsatisfactory end- 
product, the copy beiag markedly inferior t" the design it 
copies. The lack of co-oueration between the '"irate' and 
the original manufacturer*usually results in ignorance of 
important information on specifications and manufacturing 
technique. 

In fact pirating in this context is generally unnecessary. 
While it attempts to side-step apparently expensive licensing 
arra*geme*t*, such arrangements may not prove to be expensive 
at all when applied to low-cost designs of agricultural 
equipment. For defensible patents for such agricultural 
implements are generally either technically impossible t" 
secure, or their cost is out of all proportion to the value 
of the implement. It is also difficult for the :.?rr!?:icturers 
to prove that their design is in fact original. Thus :c,v 
designs of agricultural implements are truly :>alentnble. 



Technical PC 
Economic 
Constralnrs 
TO Local 
uanufacture 

From mcenf experience in rhil ?-b'g:ion, T.h. dr\-,:~l~r~?m:r?r 
open ezc,,a.ngc agreements li reCOnmt"ri~~d. I [ r,it;i~$ i:; 'y '*~' 1 ./,~ 
cosr in such an agreer:ent it should be Imorc than :adc?quatei\ 
COyered ii>- the insurance that t,,c copy iiii~l pr~rft,ra as Will 
a5 the oriSina1. hr:i,c~ml"re, 'ii ii, rl:e Lr3!l,sirii:n;i, i,.:,!:c~ 
in manufacturing existing in most countries of rhe regioil; 
it is also likely that tlie exch:l*lgc 01 designs will bring 
valuable feedback to she original designer, iron: modifications 
n~nd observations made on use of the I!nplemenrs in a different 
enyironment by- a differenr group of specialised users and 
tesrers(? 1. 

Of rile several constrainrs to local mnnufacture, two are 
rrorth)- of menrio* here: one is technical, rile Other is 
economic. A major technical constraint is the need for high 
quality marerials in some important componenrs. Cultivation 
equipment (handtools and ox-ploughs alike) needs high quality 
srsel for soil-contacting parts, and local steel mills cann"t 
yei fully meef this demand. Uiiling a"d pumping ec,ulpment 
needs durable sealed bearings, for which demand in ihe regio" 
is still insufficient to justify local manufacture. ThUS 
some components still have to be Imported, and this affects 
the porentiel for manufacture of othervise good local designs, 
since manufacturers of the imported components are uillikelr 
to be able to produce parts to the ex2ct specificat;o"s of 
a factory in the region. 

A major economic constrainx is the size of the marker. 
ilirbin the region as a whole, and eve" within different 
countries, the market for agricultural implements may not be 
smaller than that served by some successful Eurowan 
manufacturers. With local manufacture leading to greater 
specialization of designs - for different crops, different 
scil types, different resources of animal power - the market 
ths1 an individual factory can penetrate without assistance 
could be too small to justify mass manufacture. 

There is, therefore, a pressing need for assistance and 
initial prcrectio" of local industries, though the risk of 
subsidisirg inefficiency and of inhibiting regional 
specialization must be guarded against. At the same time 
there is a need to i"crease the size of the market, both 
internally and through export leading to regional trade. As 
a" indication that this can be done, the catalogue includes 
th? products of a West African factory which has already 
embarked o" large-scale manufacture of tools designed 
specifically for West African markets and appropriate also 
for many countries of ECS Africa. 

i2 ) Further information on patents and trademarks, and their 
use and abuse in technology transfer, can be obtained 
from the: 

East & Sourher" African intellectual PrOPeITY 
Organization, 
C'rrld Intellectual Property Organization, 
United Xations! 
Palais des NatIons, 
GEK3"A 
Switzerland 
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Regional 
Trade in 
Agricultural 
Equipment 

Awareness of the potential benefits of ?~egional trade in this 
part of Africa is not new. In the colonial and +he immediate 
post-colonial period two regional groupings functioned: the 
Central African Federation and the East Afri.can Community. 
These groupings each gave markets of zhrrr countries to 
factories in one of the courtries. They also used a road 
and rail infrastructure that linked the countries effectively 
and played a big part in serving the repional~ markets. 

The countries did, however. have common currencies and, 
initially, common political control. As independent 
economic and political control developed in each country, so 
the groupings collapsed. In each case one country came to 
dominate the group economically, and the other countries 
suffered from the inequality. Tods.y there is only one 
established regional trading agreement in ECS Africa, the 
South African Customs Union, but that is dominated by the 
dependence of three land-locked countries - Botswana, Lesotho 
and Swaziland - on South Africa. 

The countries of the regior,, with the exception of !,esotho, 
all share land borders one with the other. Across these 
borders, linking Uganda in the north with Botswana in the 
south, there is a network of roads and railways that could 
carry a substGtia1 volume of regional trade. However, at the 
present time this transport network is still used overwhem- 
ingly for fbe import and export trade of individual countries 
with the world beyond the region. Even in agricultural 
equipment, each country's ma,jor trading partners are outside 
the region. 

The existing constraints on regional trade are logistical, 
financial and political. Publication of this guide may 
directly contribute only to the solution of one of the 
logistical constraints - poor market intelligence. Although 
most countries of the region have a common language and common 
borders, the extent of product knowledge between them is 
quite imperfect. Hopefrlly the catalogue will improve this 
knowiedge. The country guides may also give some guidance 
to mannfacturers, concerning other countries of the region 
in which there might be a market for their products. 

Indirectly, however, it is hoped that the guide will indicate 
the potential benefits to he gained form resolving the more 
critical obstacles to regional trade. Communication between 
buyer and seller is still very difficult. At least two 
telecolnmanications systems operate in the region, co-ordi- 
nation between them relying on relay with Europe. Air-mail 
facilities are still dominated by a north-south pattern 
between each country and Europe. Although the transport 
infrastructure exists, the co-ordinated use of it for 
regional trade still relies on a handful of private agents 
whose main business is import and export between the country 
in which they operate and the outside world (3). 

(3) Some agents have branches in a number of countries: 
these are listed in the country guides. 

10 
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The financial constraints ai ,’ cruciR1. In the absence of 
special agreements trade between Co?iPtries of tile region 
is stiil financed by using third-country currrnil;iq. :.i^"ce 
the willingness to participate in regional tr.ide ~:I c.~.I 
as sev9rely conditiontd by foreign rxcha;ige .:J.- ,ves a.6 is 
trx$e with countries szutside the region. Ass-cj,ted wi ti: 
this, the financial :~nititurions that could be used to 
co-ordinate regional trade are dominated by their iinks with 
metrooolitan Euror~r :beir regional links 3.x secondary. 
Thus there are ::I,: r:,,~ciai regional credit facilities 
operating, for ~xbrp ic', between branches of the major 
trading bcnks in o.ct country of the region and ancther. 

There are x~Lb.7 poli~+:ical constraints. The bordc,; between 
Kenya and Tanzania remains closed, making trade beth,-en 
Kenya and the rest of the region dependenr on exprnsive 
trans-shipment by sea. In effect, aiso. trade between East 
and Sou:~*~einAfrica is politicall) constrained by the l:ind- 
lockednrss of i3ntsvana. Lesotho and C‘iiaziland ia relation 
to South Africa. 

The influence of South Africa, combined with the nchirrement 
of independence at last in Zimbabwe has, however, led to the 
institution of a new regiona~l agreement that should resolve 
many of these constraints on regional trade. Heads of State 
cf nit;? Southern African countries, meeting in Lusaka, made 
a historic Declaration on Development Co-operation on the 
1st of April 1980 - the 'Lusaka Declaration'. This was a 
declaration by Angola, Bo~tswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, 
Swaziland Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe of 'a strategy for 
a closer integration oi their economies _..._.____ so as to 
accelerate their development and reduce their dependence on 
the S&public of South Africa.' 

These nine countries are now linked through the Southern 
Africa Development Co-ordination Conference, rvhose programme 
of action mill include the creation of a Regional Transport 
and Communications Commission, and plans for the harmonization 
of industrialization and energy policies leading ultimately 
to a great expansion in local manufacture of industrial 
nroducts and regional trade. 

11 



USE OF THE GUIDE TO TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 

PART 3 : THE 

Geographical 
coverage 

Ilange Of 
Implements 
Included 

Availability 
of Equipment 

CATALOGUE 

IVixh one exception, all thr implements shown arc made and/or 
designed in the Commonwealth countries of ECS Africa: 
Botswana, Kenya, Lesotho, Malawi, Swaziland, Tanzania, .7,nmbia 
and Zimbabwe. The one exception is the range of products 
from the Siscoma factory in Senegal. This factory is unique 
in Africa for its mass-production of implements designed 
specifically for African conditions. Its products have been 
incl-uded because we consider information about them can fill 
imparrant gaps in the demand for tools in EC5 Africa. 

It is not easy to dtrine objectively the range of equipment 
that classes as being useful for agricultural development. 
On th,; one hand a strict limitation to agricultural tools 
would be too nai-row; on the other hand inclusion of all 
equipment used in rural areas nould mahe compi~l~ati~on of the 
Guide unwieldy. 

The range of equipment covered by this catalogue includes: 
implements for cultivation, hariaving, weeding, planting, 
harvestiilg, winnowing, threshing, milling and storage of 
crops, and irrigation, power, transport, poultry, spinning 
and beekeeping equipment. Tractors over 30HP, and all 
tractor-drawn implements have been omitted, as this is ? 
catalogue of small-scale machinery. Other categories of 
equipment may be included in a later edition if there is 
sufficient demand. 

We hope that we have uncovered, in the course of our research. 
all relevant implements that are being developed and manu- 
factured in Corxrozwealth East Centrrrl and Southern Africa. 
Undoubtedly some halve been omitted: that is inevitahlr with 
this kind of research. Therefore ve rely heavily on the 
publication of the cataloaue. its dissemination. and the 
reaction of readers to heiil us perfect the coverage for a 
subsequent edition. 

Furthermore, designs proceed from the laboratory stage 
through field testing, modification and prototype production, 
to limited an~d ultimately large scale manufacture. We have 
endeavo"rRd to draw a line betaeen those designs in the 
developmental stage and those that can be or are being manu- 
factured. We have not limited coverage purely to commercial 
factories. Some factories only produce to order, and some 
research establishments are able to engage in limited manu- 
facture. We have therefore included both these groups, while 
excluding designs that, to our knowledge, are still at the 
prototype stage. 

The main constraint on cvailability, especially of items 
manufactured ir another country, is market facilities. Eve" 
where these exist, it may be found that some items are not 
available for export because the manufacturer is marking at 
full capacity to fulfil local orders. 

Direct communication with the manufacturer is essen'tial in 
this regard. To facilitate this the full postal sddress, 
telephone and telex numbers of manufacturers have been in- 
cluded wherever possible. 

12 



Descriptions 8: As far as possible individual drawings and descriptions o[ 
Illustrations each implement have been i~ncludrd, even where some designs 

are remarkably similar. We have tried to focus, therefore 
on distinguishing features between designs, however slight: 

Prices Some refrrenr3 ro price hi>s to be made in n catnlogue, to 
enable users to make ax estimate of the initinl ,-,I<+ iit ..-_ _ -._. __ 
obtaining xn implement. The up-to-date pric :e for a11 

Prices are given in local currency and US$ eou1va1~n+= 
1st "la:- 1980 exchange rates. Prices change 

implements for the nearest date to 1st LIag 1980 has been 
obtain&, and in each case the relevant date is ~uoted~ 

~~~ ,,- ut 
constantly and 

the prices quoted should not be be taken as the basis fol 
any contract. Thry mere supplied by manufacturers on this 
understanding. ACTUAL PRICES ?IUST RI VERIFIED FROM THE 

PART 4 : THE COUNTRY GUIDES 

A short guide to sach country has beer, prepared and these 
are included in alphabetical order: Botswana, Kenya, Lesotho, 
Malawi , Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe. 

Each country guide consists of the following sections: 

Agriculture A brief summary is included which indicates the main 
features of land types, distribution of land-holding. and 
principal crops grown. Though the information is not corn- 
plete in every case. it should show the types of equipment 
which may he iii grezltest demand, and the approximate size 
of potential market. 

Technology Thn relative importance of hand-labour, animal power and 
mechanical power is shown, and an indication is given of 
government policy towards agricultural mechanization. 

?Iention is also made of national institutions responsible 
for the promotion of agricultural technology, and a brief 
summary is given of the type of industry engaged in the 
manufacture of agricultural tools and implements. 

Freight Agents We have listed the principal agents and transporters in each 
g, Trsn! ,oI‘t country. 
Crrmpacies 

Identification of a competent agent is generally 
a prerequisite to the successful fulfilment of an order or 
delivery. Inporters or exporters contemplating the use of 
one of the named agents in their own country, should show 
the list of agents in the country they intend dealing with 
to that agent. Agents usually have special working relation- 
ships with counterparts in other countries. 

Agents should also be aware of customs and trade regulations 
that may not be included in this guidr. 

13 



Trade 
Regulations & 
customs 
Tariffs 

These are included zs much for thr :uidance of importers as 
for exporters. Customs tariffs qui,rcd are for agricultural 
inplements only, and all information given h-c~rr_qhould brr 
checked for accuracy with: 

__ .- 

(a) Departments of Customs nnd Excise 

(b! High Commissions. Emhassips and TraUc~, Commissions 

Cc) Departments of Trade in Ministries of ro~!~rce and 
Ministries of Finance. 

With this information, the guides can be usi-d by manu- 
facturers to assess the potential market for ihrlr Ti-oducts 
in neighbouring countries and to assess the faciiirlrs 
acailahle for reaching these markets. The guide should also 
he of use to those wishing to order machinery Zrom other 
countries, by providing them with information un rile import 
regulations and availability of transport facilities. 

me are fully aware that the country guides could include 
rwi-'e detailed information, which would be cf value to nsnu- 
facturer and user alike. It would have been sacisfyirg to 
have been ahle to prepsre a more thorough analysis of 
markets and to have included more information about thy actual 
costs of using various tran.sport alternatives. Howe~:er that 
wonld have demanded inore time and resources than were 
available. It is ow hop? that this publication ma>- en- 
caurage organizations within the region IU attempt ro fi!~l 
thes? gaps in the future. 
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3 : CATALOGUE OF IMPLEMENTS 



PLOUGHS. RIDGERSXULTIVATORS 

PAP DRAGON OX PLOUGH 

ManufaCturea uy: 

Ploughs g: Allied Products Ltd 
PO BOX 467 
KISUUU 
Kenya 

Telephone: Kisumu 40512 

Description: The PAP Dragon is a 
standard design of mouldboard 
plough whose basic features are a 
curved beam, a mouldboard plough- 
share, a wheel and handles. The 
beams are of high-carbon steel and 
are imported, as are the cast-iron 
wheels. The other parts of the 
plough are made ant the factory from steel section,;, and as all the 
dimensions are standard with other similar designs, replacement of parts 
is relatively easy. Ploughs & Allied Products report annual sales in 
excess of 3000 units per annum. 

pri2-i: (ex-works) (as at 1.7.80) Kshg.365.00 1$49.00) 

‘LION’ OX PLOUGH 

Manufactnred by: 

Ideal Casements (E.A.) Ltd 
PO BOX 45319 
NAIROBI 
Kenya 

Telephone: Nairobi 555599/555313 

Telegrams: IDEASMENT 

Description: The Lion ox-plough 
is a standard design of mouldboard 
plough similar to models manufac- 
tured elsewhere in Africa. Ideal 
Casements manufacture all the 
ccmponents locally in Kenya, 
including the plough-shares made 
from heat-treated steel. Ideal Casements have been manufacturing the 
plough for 14 years and produce over 7000 units per year. 

Price: (retail) (as at 1.4.80) Rshg.300.00 ($40.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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m.nufactured by: 

Ubunao Farm Imulements Ltd (UFI) 
%, 

PO Box 2"12(i - \ 
3:1R es SALAAM 
Tanzania 

Telephone: Dar 53146-a 

Telex: 41206 Dar es Salaam 

Teievrams: XAJEMBE 
T 

Description: The N'gombe xx- 
plough is a single iurrow mculd- 
board plough cf stendard design. 
It is of all steel fabrication 
and the share is of heat-treated steel. The weight is 31 kgs. 

Pricf: (retail) (as at 1.1.80) Tshg.404.00 ($50.00) 

SINGLE-FURROW PLOUGH 

ilanufactured by: 

Agrimal (Malawi) Ltd 
PO BOX 143 
BLANTYRE 
Malawi 

Telephone: Blantyre 30692, 31259 

Telex: 4282 hli 

AGRIYAL Telewxns. 

Description: A single-furrom 
monldboard plough of conventional 
design with a share made from 
heat-treated steel. Agrimal 
currently manufacture 15000 per 
annum. The plough is available in 20 cm. 

Price: (ex-wrks) (as at 1.2.80) 

zocm. - 57.35 kwacha ($70.00) 
25m. - 57.90 kwacha ($71.00) 

and 25 cm. models 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE 0,‘JLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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'HUARD' MOULDBOARD PLOUGH 

Manufactured bv: 

SI SCOMA (Factory 
BP 3214 at Pout) 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephone: Pout 81096, 81136 

Telex: 7781 SISCOMA SG 

City Office: SISCOMA 
rue du Dr Theze/ 
Grammont 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephone: 22375-84 

. 

Description: The Huard mouldboard 
plough is similar in design to those 
produced in Anglophone countries and similarly has an adjustable and 
replaceable share. The traction linkage is however different and allows 
a greater degree of adjustment for different heights of harness 'to obtain 
the most efficient angle of penetration. 

Price: (ex-works) (as at 1.1.80) 25,673 CFA ($120.00) 

OX-FLOUGH 

Manufactured by: 

Agricultural Implements 
Manufacturers 

PO Box 1553 
NAKURU 
he"Ya 

Telephone: Nakuru 41672 

Description: A mouldbwrd plough, 
with adjustable and replaceable 
share of standard design. The 
plougb is manufactured in 3 sizes. 

Price: (ex-works) (as at 1.1.80) 

1. .%a11 Kshg.390.00 ($52.20) 
2. Xedium Kshg.450.00 ($60.25) 
3. Large Kshg.550.00 ($73.60) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLS FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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SILVER MEilAL OX-PLOUGH 

Manufactured by: 

Bulawayo Steel Products 
8 Ironbridge Road 
Donnington 
PO Box 1603 
BULAWAYO 
Zimbabwe 

Telephone: Bulawayo 6267:/Z 

Telegrams: BYOSTCEL 

L?escription: The standard ox-plough design has been modified to eliminate 
the need for spanners to adjust the blade and handle setting. The wheel 
adjustment and linkage have also been modified, and the frog has been 
strengthened. The Institute of Agricultural Engineering in Salisbury have 
designed alternative attachments which can be fitted in place of the mould- 
‘board. These are: 

(a) a single tine for reduced tillage; 

(b) a ridger blade; and 

(c) a groundnut-lifting blade. 

Prices: (ex-works) (as at 1.7.80) 

Wiith 2OOmm flat share ZinG37.00 ($57.00) 
11 25omm " " Zim$37.30 ($57.403 
9, 3oomm (' 11 Zim$45.08 ($69.35) 

OX-PLOUGH 

Manufactured by: 

Northland Engineering Ltd 
PO Box 1640 
NDOLA 
Zambia 

Telephone: Ndola 3712 

Telegrams: Northland 

Description: 
mild steel. 

A standard design of ox-plough, manufactured throughout of 

rectangular, 
The beam is also of mild steel, for strength, and is of 
rather than girder, section. 

Price: (wholesale) (as at 1.7.80) 48 kwacha ($61.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAIiABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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KIFARU PLOilGH 

Manufactured by: 

Tanzania Agricultural Machinery 
Testing Unit (TAMTU) 
PO Box 1389 
AIXJSHA 
Tanzania 

Telephone: Arusha 3665 

Telegrams: TAMTU 

The Kifaru 
double-furrow 

is a 
mouldboard 

plough, manufactured from locally 
available steel components. The frame is mounted on 3 wheels, 2 forward 
and one rear. 

As cultivation with the Kifaru is usually 
planting, 

carried ouc twice prior to 
the Kifaru can be fitted with a metered seeding unit, for 

planting during the second cultivation pass. The whole seeding unit 
includes a metering wheel which trails. 

Prices: (ex-works) (as at 1.7.80) 

Kifaru plough Tshg.1500.00 ($185.00) 
Seeding atZachment Tshg. 600.00 ($ 74.00) 
(see beloa) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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TWO-FURROW PLOUGH 

Manufactured by: 

Rhoplow Ltd 
PO Box 1059 
BULAWAYO 
Zimbabwe 

Telephone: Bulawayo 71363 

Telex: RH3372 Telegrams: RHOPLOW 

Description: The t-w beams are moilnted on an axle between 2 widely spread 
metal-rimmed wheels. One beam is shorter, which presents the tw shares 
in an off-set pattern to the land. 
the angle of the shares. 

Ths hand-levers are used to adjust 

Price: (wholesaie) (as at 14.4.80) Zim$185.80 ($286.00) 

SINGLE FURROW PLOUGH 

Manufactured by: 

Rhoplow Ltd 
PO Box 1059 
BULAWAYO 
Zimbabwe 

Telephone: Bulawayo 71363 

Telex: RH3372 

Telegrams: RHOPLOW 

Description: 
38 kg. 

A standard design light-weight mouldboard plough, weighing 

zrice: (wholesale) (as at 14.4.80) Zim536.50 ($56.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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MXICO UNIVERSAL CULTIVATOR 

&nufactured by: 

Pioughs Cr Allied Prodlicts Ltd 
PO Box 467 
KISUNU 
Kenya 

Telephone: Kisuma 40512 

Description: The Agrico is pro- 
duced and marketed as a light- 
ITeight :25kg.) cultivating share 
mounted to a handle, on which 
there is a bracket for attachment 
to beams and harnesses that are 
already available. Thus it can 
de fitted to tool-bar frames 
(e.g. the Sine tool--bar) or m‘re 
simply to a wooden beam, on which 
there would be a forward skid. 
Only the high-carbon plough-share 
is imported, and annual production 
100 units. 

of the Agrico is Presently around 

a: (ex-works) (as at 1.1.8") Kshg.45D.00 ($60.00) 

STANDARD CULTIVATOR S51 
- 

Manufactured by: 

Agrimal (Malawi) Ltd 
PO Box 143 
BLANTYRE 
Malawi 

Telephone: BLantyre 30692, 31259 

Telex: 4262 MI 

Telegrams: AGRIMAL 

Description: The Standard 
Cultivator is an all-purpose 
cultivator which is designed to 
weed between rows of varying 
widths - from GO cm. to 100 cm. 
It is equipped with 3 different 
types of tine; 2 reversible shares 
in the front, 2 mouldboard hillers 
in the Centre and a 25 cm. sweep in the rear, with 2 spare shovels. 

Price: (e-works) <as at 1.2.80) 77.15 kwacha ($94.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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5 TINE CULTIVATOR MC5 

Manufactured by: 

Agrimal (Malawi) Ltd 
P3 Box i43 
BLANTYRE 
Malawi 

Telephone: Blantyre 30692, 31259 

-5: 4282 MI 

Telegrams: AGRIMAL 

Description: The MC5 is designed 
for lighter cultivation than the 
Standard cultivator, although it 
is of similar configuration, with 
tines, tillers and a sweep. The 
width is adjustable by means of 
a crank-handle, whereas on the 
Standard it is by lever. 

w: (ex-works) (as at 1.2.80) 

82.50 kwacha ($100.00) 

RII'GER 
-- 

@nufactured by: 

Agrimal (Malawi) Ltd 
PO Box 143 
BLANTYRE 
Malawi 

Telephone: Blantyre 30632, 31259 

Telex: 4282 MI 

Telegrams: AGRIMAL 

Descriotion: This animal-drawn 
ridger/cultivator is suitable for 
ridging crops of maize, cotton, 
tobacco and potatoes. The wings 
of the ridging share can be 
adjusted to cultivate rows varying 
from 40 cm. to 75 cm. in width. 
Agrimal produce about 10,000 units 
of the ridger per annum. 

Price: (e-works) (as at 1.2.8") 72.50 kwacha ($SS.OO) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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S-TINE CULTIVATOR 

Manufactured by: 

Rhoplow Ltd 
PO Box 1059 
BULAWAYO 
Zimbabwe 

Telephone: Bulawayo 71363 

Telex: RH3372 Telegrams: RHOPLOW 

Description: The cultivator comes in 2 forms:- 

(a) S 51 cultivator - fitted with 1 sweep, 2 billers and 2 tines (as in 
the illustration). 

(b) Light cultivator - fitted with 1 sweep and 4 tines. 

The light 
whilst the 

cultivator is for lighter cultivation and inter-row weeding, 
S5i can be used for heavier work. A ratchet and lever mechanism 

enables adjustment of the cultivator span. 

Price: (wholesale) (as at 14.4.80) 

1. 551 Zim$59.00 ($91.00) 
2. Light Zim$55.00 ($85.00) 

HIGH-WING RIDGER 

Manufactured by: 

Rhoplow Ltd 
PO Box 1059 
BULAWAYO 
Zimbabwe 

Description: The same beam and 
handle assembly of the Rhoplow ox- 
plough is fitted with adjustable 

ridzing blades. 

Price: (.aholesale) --. (as at 14.4.80) 

Zim$60.50 ($93.00) 

- 

(PRICES L.4TEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTJAL) 
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HAND TOOLS 

AGRlClJLTURAL HAND TOOLS 

Manufactured by: 

Kenya Engineering Industries Ltd 
. Nairobi Industrial Area 

PO Box 18331 
NAIROBI 
Kenya 

Telephone: Nairobi 559970/556395 

__ A0 22866 Telex: 

Description: Kenya Engineering manufactures a range of agricultural and 
garden hand-tools, all with carbon steel blades and solid wooden handles. 
These are illustrated below, together with their price, (as at i/5/80). 

Curved Machete 

Blade 
length Price 

30cm. Shg.l4/10 ($1.90) 
40cm. Shg.15/80 ($2.10) 
45cm. Sh8.17/00 ($2.25) 

J Straight Mach= 

Blade 
length Price 

- 
40cm. Sh8.14/90($2.00) 
45cm. Shg.16/30($2.20) 

7 
1 Garden Spade Garden Rake 

Length: 106cm. A.~ 
Price 

Price: Shg.33/60 ($4.50: mpj-17 8 teeth %&:;;;;;;;2.;;; 
18 teeth 
(Intermediate sizes ' 
available pro-rata) 

t- 
i Sugar-Cane Knife 

kyl i’ fJ 
Shovels 

\ 
Blade-length: 53cm. Round-mouth: 

Price: Shg.21/00 ($2.80) Shg.33/60 ($4.50) 

C Square-mouth: 

. Y '. .i Shg.31/80 ($4.25) 

_.. 
(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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Manufactured by: 

Agricultural Implements Manufacturers 
PO Box 1553 
NAKURU 
Kenya 

Telephone: Nakuru 41672 

Description: AIM manufacture a range of 
agricultural hand tools. There are: 
forked hoes, flat hoes and axes, and 
all come in different weights, and the 
hoes in different shapes. These 
differences are reflected in the price 
list. 

Price: (retail) (as at 1.1.80) 

1 kg. Fork Hoe (Round Head) Kshg.27.60 ($3.70) 
1 kg. Fork Hoe (Hammer Head) Kshg.38.40 

12 kg. Fork Hoe (Hammer Head) Kshg.40.45 I~;~~~; 
1 kg. Flat Hoe (Round Head) Kshg.28.30 
1 kg. Flat Hoe (Hammer Head) Kshg.30.00 r::t::i 

': la kg. Flat Hoe (Round Head) Kshg.29.05 
1: kg. Flat Hoe (Hammer Head) Kshg.37.10 

',', 

AGRICULTURAL HAND TOOLS 
,,,,,, 

_: ,':' ~' Manufactured by: 

Ubungo Farm Implements Ltd (UFI) 
PO Box 20126 
DAR es SALAAM 
Tanzania 

Telephone: IJar 53146-8 

';,,'y i' 
,' Telex: 41206 Dar es Salaam 

: ~ Telggrams: &&JEMBE 

,Description: UFI ns~nufacture both 
,, : Round-eyed and Tanged Hoe Blades, in 

weights of 0.9 kg., 1.1 kg. and 1.3 kg. 

Price: (wholesale) (as at 1.1.80) 

Round-eyed from: Tshg.25/10 
Tanged from: Tshg.21/90 1:2":::; 

,:I' ,v (PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) ,~, 
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AGRICULTURAL HAND TOOLS 

Manufactured by: 

Aarimz.1 (Malawi) Ltd 
PC Box 143 
BLANTYRE 
Malawi 

Telephone: Blantyre 30692, 31259 

Telex: 4282 MI 

Telegrams: AGRIMAL 

Descri tion: Azrimal manufacture 
Tanged Hoes in different weights. 
They are sold in bundIes of 10 units, 
but the prices belw are for sinele 
units. 

Price: (as at 1.4.80) __- 

Weight Price 

0.7 kg. 1.40 kwacha (si.70) 
0.9 kg. 1.60 kwacha ($1.95) 
1.1 kg. 1.85 kwacha ($2.25) 

‘W:NDOW’ HOES (JEMBES) 

Manufactured by: 

Ideal Casements (E.A.) Ltd 
PO Box 45319 
NAIROBI 

Telephone: Nairobi 555599/555319 

Telegrams: IDEASMENT 

Description: Ideal Casements 
manufacture a range of round-eyed and 
hammer-head hoes, of various sizes, 
from fully forged carbon steel. The 
various size of blades they produce are: 

Round-e:wd: 17x23, 15.5x21.5, 12x18 (cm) 
Hammer-head: 

Price: (retail) (as at 1.4.80) 

Kshg.19.35 - 26.15 ($2.60 - 3.50) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANIJFACTURER FOR ACTUA:) 
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"MEALIE BRAND* HOES 

Manufactured by: 

Riicplow Ltd 
PO Box 1059 
BULAWAYO 
Zimbabwe 

Telephone: Bulawayo 71363-j 

~ ' Telex: RF3372 

Telegrams: RHOPLOW 

Description: Rhoplow manufacture a 
range of tang and ring headed hoes in differeni sizes. Hoes are sold 
in packets of 10 units and the prices below are shown per single unit, 
according to different sizes. 

Prices .: (ex-works) (as at 14.4.60) 

0.6kg. Ring Hoe? Zim$l.ll ($1.70) 
O.Skg. Ring Hoe Zim$1.46 ($i!.25j 
l.lkg. Ring Hoe Zim$l.GO ($2.46) 
O.$kg. Sunken Head Ring Hoe ZimSl.46 ($2.25) 
l.lkg Sunken Head Ring Hoe Zim$1.65 ($2.54) 
0.45kg. Tang I;oe Zim$0.76 
O.Skg. Tang Hoe Zim$l.ll 

G;.;;; 

1.35kg. Tang Hoe Zim$1.35 ($2:08) 
0.6kg. Heart Shaped Hoe Zim$0.86 ($1.32) 
0.8kg. Heart Shaped Hoe Zim$l.Ol ($1.55) 

,, 

,, 

,1 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FCR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER KANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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TOOLBARS Et TRACTORS 

OCCIDENTALE TOOL BAR 

. 

Manufactured by: 

SISCOMA (Factory 
BP 3214 at Pwt) 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephone: Pout 81096, 81138 

Telex: 7781 SISCOMA SG 

City Office: SISCOMA 
rue du Dr Theze/ 
Grammont 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephone: 22375-84 

,: 
Description: The Occidentale is 
Siscoma's lightest tool bar and it 
is especially designed for horse and donkey draught. 
following tools:- 

It can take the 

1X15 cm. plough blade 
1x25 cm. ridger 
3-5 hoeing tines 
3 duck-foot tines 
3 weeding blades 
1 two-row seed drill 
1 35 cm. lifting blade 

Overall operational weight: 18-25 kg. (dependent on tools) 

Price: (ex-works) (as at 1.1.80) 

1. Basic equipment (hoeing/weeding) 
2. Full equipment (except seeder) 

15,750 CFA 

3. Two-row seed drill 
35,215 CFA 
26,931 CFA 

($ 74.00) 
($165.00) 
($126.00) 

(PRICES LATEST :. rILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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ARARA TOOL BAR 

Manufactured by: 

SISCOMA (Factory 
BP 3214 at Pout) 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephone:Po"t 81096, 81136 

Telex: 7781 SISCOMA SG 

City Office: SISCOMA 
rue de Dr Theze/ 
Grammont 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephone: 22375-84 

Description: The Arara is one of Siscoma's 2 medium weight tool bars, 
the lightest range they manufacture for ox-draught. It is the simplest 
of the 2, in terms of equipment it takes, and in terms of the adjustability 
of width. It is however,~ the only Siscoma tool bar with a handle whose 
height is adjustable, in the vertical axis. It takes the following tools:- 

1x25 cm. plough share 
1 ridging plough, adjustable blades 
1 set of groundnut lifting blades 
1 set of 3 'Canadian' tines 

or 1 set of 5 'Canadian' tines 
2x2 row seed drills (Super Eco) 

Overall operational weight: 31-46 kg. (dependent on tools) 

w: (ex-works) (as at 1.1.80) 

1. Basic equipment (frame only) 16,570 CFA ($ 78.00) 
2. Full equipment (except seeder) 70,250 CFA ($330.00) 
3. 2x2 row seed drill 62,830 CFA ($294.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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SINE ~00~ BAR (HO~IE SINE) 

Manufactured by: 

SISCOMA (Factory 
BP 3214 at Pout) 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephone: Pout 81096, 81136 

Telex: 7781 SiSCOMA SG 

City Office: SISCOMA - 
rue du Dr Theze/ 
Grammon t 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephone: 22375-84 

Description: The Sine is 3118 of Siscoma's 2 medium weight tooi bars, the 
lightest range they manufacture for ox-draught. The Sine is more sophis- 
ticated than the Arara permitting more adjustment of operational height 
and width and the additional alternative of chisel-tines. An adaption of 
the basic design has also been made at the factory to rzeet specific 
conditions in the Gambia where the Sine is being used. It takes the 
following tools:- 

1 20 cm. or 25 cm. plough share 
1 ridging plough, adjustable blades 
1 set of groundnut lifting blades 
1 set of 3 'Canadian' tines 

or 1 set of 5 'Canadian' tines 
2x2 row seed drills 

Overall operational weight: 30-45 kg. (dependent or. tools) 

Price: (ex-works) (as at 1.1.80) 

1. Basic equipment (frame with 'Canadian' tines) 23,912 CFA ($112.00) 
2. Full equipment (except seeder) approximately 69,500 CFA ($326.00) 
3. 2x2 row seed drill 62,830 CFA ($?94.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTUkER FOR ACTUAL) 
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SINE-HOUE TOOL-FRAME 

uf.actured by 

Ploughs & Allied Products Lt 
PO Box 467 
KISUMU 
Kenya 

Telephone: Kisumu 40512 

Description: (see entry for 
SIXR-IIOUE manufactured by SISCOMA, 
Senegal for greater detail) 

Ploughs 8i Allied Products are 
making the Sine-How tool-frame 
of Senegalese design, and are able 
to manufacture the whole frame from 
locally available materials. In the last year they produced more than 
100 units. 

Price: (ex-works i Kshg. lZOO/OO ($160.00) 
(as at 1.7.80) 

GRECO TOOL-BAR 

Manufactured by: 
SISCOMA (Factory 
BP 3214 at Pout) 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Tel: Pout 81096/81136 

City Office: SISCOMA 
rue du Dr Theze/Grammont 
CAKAR 
Senegal 

Tel: 22375-84 

Telex: 7781 SISCOMA SG 

Description: The Grew has the design of the Sine Tool bar, but the frame 
is heavier. It will take all the titments made for the Sine, and the wheel- 
bearings are nylon instead of iron. 

Price: (Ex-works) (as at 1.1.80) 

1. Basic equipment (frame with 'Canadian' tine) 25,656 CFA ($120.00) 

2. Full equipment (except seeder) approximately 71,244 CFA ($334.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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ARIANA TOOL BAR 

Manufactured: 

SISCOMA (Factory 
BP 3214 at Pout) 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephone: Pout 81096, 81136 

Telex: 7781 SISCOMA SG 

City Office: SISCOMA 
rue de Dr Theze/ 
Grammont 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephone: 22375-84 

Description: The Ariana is perhaps S&coma's most well-known tool bar 
a reputation it enjoys for its versatility and relative ease of operatjon. 
The Ariana frame is designed for stability 
.stabili+y that persists when the tool bar is 

giving it this reputation, a 

fields. 
guided by 

The basic frame is quadrilateral, 
used in heavy soils and paddy 

it rests on 3 wheels and is 
two independent handles and an adjustable draught-chain mounting. 

It takes the following tools:- 

1 or 2 
or 1 

25 cm. cut-away plough shares 

1 
25 cm. quarter-trim plough share 
ridging plough, adjustable blades 

1 
1 

set of groundnut lifting blades 
set of 6-8 'Canadian' tines 

1 1.5 m. extension bar 

-operational 58-92 kg. (dependent on tools) 

Price: (ex-works) (as at 1.1.80) 

1. Basic frame (wheels,extension bar,chain,hacdles) 
2. Full equipment 

39,420 CFA ($185.00) 
159,319 CFA ($748.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE F3R GUIDAXCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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BAOL TOOL BAR 

Manufactured by: 

SISCOMA (Factory 
BP 3214 at Pout) 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephone_: Pout 81096, 81136 

Telex: 7781 SISCOMA SG 

City Office: SISCOMA 
rue de Dr Theze/ 
cirammont 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephone: 22375-84 Baol tool-bar with drill 

Description: The Baol tool bar is a heavy duty axle with 2 pneumatic tyres 
and a solid draught bar, which is swivel mounted. Its operation requires 
high draught or low drag conditions and its configuration is similar to 
tractor drawn tooi bars; thus it is a useful transition tool to motorized 
cultivation. 

It takes the following tools:- 

1 25 cm. plough share 
2 ridging ploughs, adjustable blades 
2 sets of groundnut lifting blades 
1 2 m. articulated extension tool bar with 
1 set of 8-12 'Canadian' tines 
~1 tippable cart-top 
1 set of 3 row Super ECO seed drills 

Prices: (ex-works) (as at 1.1.80) 

1. Basic toolbar chassis 104,160 CFA ($ 489.00) 
2. Full equipment (as above) 402,281 CFA ($1888.00) 

Baol tool-bar chassis 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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MAKGONATSOTLHE TOOL-BAR 

Manufactured by: 

Kgatleng Development Board % 
PO Box 208 
MOCHUDI 
Botswana 

Telephone: Mochudi 356 

Description: The Makgonatsothlhs 
Tool-Bar has bee" developed from 
designs of existing multi-purpose 
tool-bars. It is perhaps unique 
in that it has bee" designed for 
either ox or donkey draught. 

It is designed to be fitted with: 
planter, disc-cultivatcr. sweeps 
for minimum tillage, fertilizer applicator, water-drums (for water trans- 
port) and a scotch-cart frame. 

The basic frame af the tool-bar is made from heavy angle iron, and the 
rubber-tyred wheeio are mounted on stub-axles. Implements are attached 
to the main frame with sub-frames which can be positioned variably at 
any position on the main frame. This enhances the adaptability of the 
machine: e.g. by being capable of bearing either one or two planter 
units for single or double row planting. 

Price: (retail) (as at 1.7.80) 

1. Complete with all attachmentsexcept planter: 600 pula ($759.00) 

2. planter attachment: 180 pula ($228.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE CNLY. REFER MANUFACTURE; FOR ACTUAL) 
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TINKABI TRACTOR 
T 

Manufactured b1: 

Tinkabi Tractor Project 
NIDCS 
Box 450 
MANZINI 
Swaziland 

Telephone: 52141 

Telex: 2127 WD 

Description: Tinkabi is a design 
of small tractor unique in Africa. 
It is powered by a 15 h.p. diesel 
engine and has a hydra-static trans- 
mission which controls speed, 
bhzkward and forward m@tio" and 
braking with a single movement of 
a hand lever. That and the steering wheel are the only operational con- 
trols, which makes operation extremely simple. The simple mechanical 
design. of the tractor also permits a long engine life with a minimi!m of 
servicing: and combined with the low capital cost makes Tinkabi a cheap 
alternative to a conventional tractor. 

Forward of the driver is a large platform which can transport loads of up 
to 500 kg., and at the rear of the tractor is a tool bar to which can 
be fitted a full rzn::e of cultivation equipment. There is also a belt- 
drive power take-off on the engine and Tinkabi can be supplied with both a 
water-pump and a maize hammer-mill which can be powered from this source. 

Price: Unavailable 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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tiARROWS 

Triangular, Diamond and Zig-zag 

Manufactured b': 

Agrimal (Malawi) Ltd 
PO Box 143 
BLANTYRE 
Malawi 

Telephone: Blantyre 30692, 31259 

Telex: 4282 MI 

Telegrams: AGRIMAL 

Description: Triangular, Diamond 
and Zig-zag Harrows are produced 
by Agrimal, The Diamond and Zig- 
zag harrows are available in sets 
of 2, 3 or 4 depending on the 
power source available and the 
type of cultivation. Prices vary 
according to the type and size of 
harrow, 

Triangular Harrow 

Diamond Harrow 

Zig-Zag Harrow 

Prices: (as at 1.4.80) -_ 

Triansular Harrow 47.50 kwacha ($ 58.00 
2 section Diamond + Drawbar 
3 " 0 3, 31 
4 " 1, 71 11 
2 section Zig-zag + Drawbar 
3 '1 !S II 11 
4 1' ,, II II 

81.90 kwacha ($100.00 
116.70 kwacha ($142.00 
157.80 kwuacha ($192.00 
147.30 kwacha ($180.00 
217.80 kwacha ($266.00 
292.60 kwacha ($357.00 
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(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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ROTARY HARROW 

Manufactured by: 

SISCOMA (Factory 
BP 3214 at Pout) 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephone: Pout 81096, 81136 

Telex: 7781 SISCOMA SG 

City Office: SISCOMA 
rue du Dr Theze/ 
Gramont 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephone: 223i5-84 

Descriptior The Rotary Harrow 
consists of 2 axles of spike- 
toothed wheels mounted in a frame. The width of cultivation is 1 m. and 
d.;,pxh of cultivation 20 cm. A platforn is mounted above the harrox, on 
w.ich the operator can stand to increase the weight. 

Pi-ice: (as at 1.1.80) 65,840CFA ($309.00) 

ZIG-ZAG HARROW 

Manufactured by: 

SISCOMA (Factorv 
B? 3214 at Pout) 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephnne: Pout 81096, 81136 

Telex: 7781 SISCOMA SG 

Description: A zig-zag harrow 
with a double set mounted on a 
drawbar, supplied with a sled for 
tr?.nsport. 

Price: (25 2t 1.1.80) 30,974 CFA ($145.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUiDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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RECTANGU!.AR HARROW 

&ufactured by: 

TAMTU 
Box 1389 
ARUSHA 
Tanzania 

Telephone: Arusha 3666 

Tele rams: TAMTU 

Description: 
frame, 

The TAMTU harrow is made from a heavy 1Ocm x 1Ocm timber 
fixed with cross-members. 

spikes that protrude 15cm. On the 
To these are attached heavy duty steel 
top of the frame are fixed steel slides 

so that the harrow can be inverted for transport as a sled. 

Price: (retail) (as at 1.5.80) 

Tshg. 700.00 ($86.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURE‘ FOR ACTUAL) 
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HARROWS 

Manufactured by: 

Rhoplow Limited 
P 0 Box 1059 
BULAWAYO 
Zimbabwe 

Telephone: Bulawayo 713ti3-5 
Trigular Harrow 

Telex: RH3372 

Telegrams: RHOPLOW 

Description: A standard range of 
harrows, of which the diamond and 
the zig-zag are available in sets 
of 2, 3 or 4 sections. 

Diamond Harrow 

Zig-Zag Harrow 

Prices: (a-works) (as at 14.4.80) 

Triangular Harrow ZinS 37.50 ($ 58.00) 
2 section Diamond Harrow + Drawbar Zim$ 65.77 ($101.00) 
3 11 II I! (8 
4 v1 1, ,, II 
2 section Zig-Zag Harrow + Drawbar 
3 'I II II 1, 
4 V' ,, I! 1, 

Zim$ 99.02 ($152.00) 
Zim$133.17 ($205.00) 
Zim$lll.SO ($172.00) 
Zim$167.91 ($258.00) 
Zim$225.23 ($346.50) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 



CASAMANCE SEED-DRILL (PADDY) 

Manufactured by: 

SISCOhlA (Factory 
BP 3214 at Pout) 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Te:ephone: Pout 81096, 81136 

Telex: 7781 SISCOMA SG 

City Office: SISCOlvlA 
rue du Dr Thezel 
Grmont 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephone: 22375-84 

Description: The Casamance is designed for paddv planting, and manx-1 
operation only: It will sow all varieties of rice seed, at rates varying 
between O-130 seeds per running metre. 

Price: (as at 1.1.80) 17 i31 CFA 1 L ($83.00) 

KOLDA SEED-DRILL (PADDY) 

lvianufzctured by: 

SISCOMa (Factory 
BP 3214 at Pout) 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephone: Pout 8iO96, 81136 

Telex: 7781 SISCOHA SG 

Descript&s: The Kolda is for 
paddy planting, and is designed 
for donkey draught. It is equipped 
with seeders in 3 fixed r:ws, 
spaced at 25 cmi 

Price: (as at 1.1.80) 26,931 ($126.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABI,E FOR GUIDANCE ONLYI REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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MoPTl SEED-DRILL (PADDY + WHEAT) 

Manufactured by: 

SISCOMA (Factory 
BP 3214 at Pout) 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephone: Pout 81096, 81136 

Telex: 7781 SISCOMA SG 

City Office: SiSCOMA 
rue du Dr Theze/ 
Grammont 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephone: 22375-84 

Description: The Mopti is for paddy 01‘ wheat planting, and donkey or 
horse draught. It can be fitted with either 4 or 7 seeding coulters 
spaced between 20 and 40 cm., which are designed for precision planting. 

Price: (as at 1.1.80) 4 row Mopti 295,000 CFA ($1385.00) 
7 row Mopti 3i6,OOO CFA ($1434.00) 

SINGLE-ROW PLANTER 

Manufactured by: 

Agrimal (Malawi) Ltd 
PO Box 143 
BLANTYRE 
Nalawi 

Telephone: Blantyre 30692, 31259 

Telex: 4282 MI 

Telegrams: AGRIMAL 

Description: The Agrimal planter 
is of simple and rugged construc- 
tion and a double pitman drive 
operates the planting wheel, which 
ensures positive seeding. Several 
optional extras are available for the planter: fertiliser spreader, cotton- 
seed planter and a range of seed plates suitable for all sizes of maize, 
millet, sorghum and legume seeds. 

Price: (as at 1.1.80) 168.40 kwacha ($205.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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SUPER EC0 SEED-DRILL 

(with SUPER-EC0 or TAMBA HOPPERS) 

Manufactured by: 

SI SCOMA (Factory 
BP 3214 at Pout) 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephone: Pout 81096, 81136 

Telex: 7781 SISCOMA SG 

City Office: SISCONA 
rue du Dr Theze 
Grammont 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephone: 22375-84 

Description: The Super-Eco seed- 
drill is a hand-guided seeder for all types of animal draught to which 
can be attached both the Super-Eco and the a hoppers. 

The Super-Eco hopper is for sowing all grains and legumes and can be 
fitted with interchangeable discs for seeds of different sizes. 

The Tampa hopper is specially designed for sowing undelinted cotton seed. 

Tie Super-Eco seed drill frame is fitted with a tracer adjustable up to 
80 cm. spacing. 

Price: (as at 1.1.80) 

1. Super-Eco seeder, with Super-Eco hopper: 
2. Super-Eco seeder, with Tamba hopper: 
3. Each seeding plate (all supplementary) 

31,415 CFA ($147.00) 
34,155 CFA ($160.00) 
1,050 CFA ($ 5.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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MOCHUDI SEEDER 

mifactured by: 

Mochudi Brigade 
73 Box 248 
~.lu~:H""I 
Botswana 

'Telephone: Mochudi 912 

Trleqams: BRIGADES, MOCIIUDI 

%scriotion: The r,lanter is 
b; rsed on a 'seed anh agitator' 
design of seed hopper, which will 
meter and plant a wide range of 
seed sizes without blockage. I t 
czn be used with ungraded seed, 
and good results have been obtained 
with millet, sorghum, cowpeas, sun- 
flowers and maize, although it should 
be noted that it is not a precision snacing planter. Seed depth is COP 
trolled either by an adjustable mounting on a toolbar, or by skids in the 
single row version. Seed-covering is achieved by the 40cm. diameter split- 
rim wheel. 

Price: (retail) (as at 1.7.80) 75.00 pu1a ($98~00) 

(>RICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER XANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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TAMTU HAND PLANTER 

kianufactured by: 

TAhl'l'U 
PO Box 1389 
ARilSHA 
Tanzania 

Telephone: Arusha 3666 

Telegram: '?A!+fTU 

Descz'ip~tion: The hand planter is a jab 
planter with wooden handles and a wooden 
slide seed metrr. The jabbing action 
automatically meters seeds into the 
planting hole. 

*: Tshg.85.00 ($10.00) 

TAMTU OX-DRAWN PLANTER 

Manufactured by: 

TAXTU 
PO Box 1389 
ARUSHA 
Tanzania 

Telephone: Ari~;ha 3666 

Telegrams: TAMTU 

Description: The TAMTU ox-drawn 
planter is a heavy duty ox-drawn 
planter with 2 hoppers mounted in 
tander: : one for seed, the other 
for fertiliser. The frame is made 
from wt;ded tubular steel.. 

Price: (as at 1.1.80) Tshg.1500.00 ($185.00) 

(PRICES LATES'.; AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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ROTARY iNJECTION PLANTER 

Manufactured by: 

Agricultural ImDlements 
PO Box 1553 - 
NAKURU 
Kenya 

Telephone: Nakuru 41672 

Manufacturers Ltd 

uescription: Manufactured to a design 
by the International Institute of Tropical 
Agriculture at Ibadan in Nigeria, this 
planter is specifically designed for use 
in minimum tillage cultivation. Therefore 
it is best used in combination with no-till 
primary preparation by herbicide weed 
killing, followed by injection planting of 
st?eds through the detritus (which forms a 
mulch). Seeds are distributed from an 
axial hopper through seeding channels oil 
the wheels rim, which th."mselves incorporate 
a slide to tamp down the soil after injection 
01 a seed. 

Price: (approximately) (as at 1.1.X0) 

Kshg.270.00 ($36.00) 

HAND PLANTER 

Manufactured by: 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) (PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 

Brown & Clapperton Ltd 
PO Box 52 
BLANTYRE 
Malawi 

Telephone: Blantyre 34677 

Telex: 4243 

Telegrams: BKANCE 

Description: The Brown .% Clapperton hand planter is a jab planter made 
from wood and metal, which meters the seed into the planting hole by means 
of a waoden slide. 

Price: (retail) (as at 1.7.80) i6 kwacha ($19.50) 
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‘BORNU’ GROUNDNUT-LIFIER 

Designed by: 

Farm Machinery Research Unit 
Regional Research Statiou 
PO Box 11 
IMAGOYE 
-ambia 

Telephone: Magoye 420 

Description: The 'Born"' Groundnut- 
lifter is merelv a blade that can 
be attached to the standard 
‘Victory’ mouldboard type of ox- 
nlougn frame. The adaption, 
therefore is limited to the 
blade -9 which can be bolted on I" 
place of a mouldboard, arid a" 
extra wheel and axle-bar in place 
Jf the single wheel of a plough, 

The lifter was originally developed in Nigeria, hence the name, where 
it is used: and the design was brought to Zambia. It is designed for 
lifting groundnuts which have been planted in 1 metre ridges, and in 
normal use can harvest about 1.2 hectares per day. 

Tile lifter blade must be made from high grade steel - such as an old 
lorry spring, or a slasher blade -and can be easily shaped by local 
blacksmiths. 

Price: (cost of production) 20 kwacha ($25.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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CHITEDZE GROUNDNUT LIFTER 

wigned by: 

Chitedre Research Station 
Xinistry of Aprj,cuiture & 
Natural Resources 
P 0 Box 158 
LILOXGIVE 
!iala\ii 

Telenhone: Lilongwe 721855 

Description: The Chitedze Research 
Station has designed a model of 
groundnut lifter as a light-weight 
alternative to the double-beam 
design that is also being produced. 
The Cbitedze model is also designed 
for easy transport when the imple- 
ment is not in use, as the blade 
~8," be unmounted and repositioned above the beam for movement between 
fields. Furthermore, the mounting of the single front wheel is so designed 
that, with the line of draught passing through the centre of resistance of 
the blade the wheel has no function, and consequently no drag, when the 
blade is I" operation. The wheel is thus only used as a pivot when turning 
at the end of a line, or during movement outside the field. All components 
of the lifter can be made from easily available steel sections with simple 
smithy techniques. 

Price: (cost of production) 20 krvacha ($24 50) 

GROUNDNUT LIFTER 

Manufactured bv: 

Agrimal (Malawi) Ltd 
PO Box 143 
BLANTYRE 
Malawi 

Teiephone: Blantyre 30692, 31259 

m: 4282 MI 

Telegrams: AGRIMAL 

Description: Agrimal manufacture 
a robust groundnut lifter, whose 
design incorporates 2 plough beams 
spaced apart with a groundnut lifting 
biade~ The weight of the implement is 54 kg., and Agrimal produce about 
500 units per annum 

Price: !as at 1.1.80) 95.00 kwacha ($116.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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MAIZE SHELLER >4 

Manufactured by: 

s I SCClli (FZlCt0l-l 
BP 3214 at PO":) 
DAKAH 
Senegal 
Telephoce: Pout 81096. 81136 

B: 7781 SISCOMA SG 

Description: Two models are 
available: a small (manual) nodei vhose 
capacity is 80-100kg. grain/hour, and a 
large model (manual or aster-driven) 
whose capacity is 150-ZOOkg./kour. 

Prices: (as at 1.1.80) 

1. Small manual 
7 

3: 
Lairge nxulua1 
Large motor driven 

7,010 CFA ($ 33.00 
64,596 CFA ($303.00 
190,016 CFA ($S92.00 
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GROUNDNUT SHELLER 

Manufactured by: 

Agrimal (Malawi) Ltd 
PO Box 143 
BLAXTYRE 
Malawi 

Telephone: Blantyre 30692, 31259 

Telex: 4282 :,I1 

Telegrams: ACRIMAL 

Description: The Agrimal groundrut- 
shelier is a reciprocating decorcicator 
eqilipprd with inter-changeable screens 
for groundnuts of different size. 

‘L4; ,;L 

Price: (as at 1.4.80) 105.00 kwacha ($128.00) 
'\\_ 

-,* 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MAXUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 



HAND MAIZE SHELLER 

Mxufactured by: 

Brown & Clapperton Ltd 
PO Box 52 
BLANTYRE 
Malawi 

Telephooe: Blantyre 34677 

Telex: 4243 

Telegrams: BEANCE 

Description: A compect maize-sheller 
for hand-operation that can be fitted 
to the side of a container, allowing 
the kernels to drop into the container, 
and pzssing the shelled cobs out to 
the side. Tension is adjustable 
according to the diameter of the maize 
cobs. 

Price: (as at 30 kwacha ($36.00) 

1.7.80) 

GROUNDNUT SHELLER 

Manufactured by: 

Ubungo Farm implements Ltd (UFI) 
PO Box 20126 
DAR es SALAAM 
Tanzania 

Telephone: Dar 53146-S 

Telex: 41206 Dar es Salaam 

Telegrams: MAJEMBE 

Descriptisn: The groundnut sheller is 
a hand-operated reciprocating design, 
with interchangeable screens. The 
potential capacity is 2%3Oiig./hour. 

Price: (retail) (as at 1.1.80) Tshg.275.00 ($34.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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CHlTEDZE GROUNDNUT CRACKER 

Manufactured by: 

Chiiedze Research Station 
Ministry of Agriculture & 

Natural Resources 
PO Box 158 
LILONGWE 
Malawi 

Telephone: Lilongwe ;?I'355 

L&scription: The groundnut cracker 
has been developed for xacking tlie 
shells of groundnuts be:fore hand- 
sbelling,as Malawi produces a large 
amount of 'Chalimbana' groundnuts 
for the confectionery trade. These 
are larger than the ordinary ground- 
nut and can be damaged when processed 
with available groundnut shellers. 10% would be the maximum acceptable 
level of damage for these nuts: therefore they are shelled by hand. 

The machine consists of 2 wheels held together by spring-tension, which 
are covered with rubber from old inner-tubes. A hopper feeds the nuts 
between the wheels, which are cranked steadily to process the nuts. In 
setting the spring-loading, a balance must be struck between 100% undamaged 
nuts and 100% cracked shells: obviously a strong loading would crack all 
shells, but damage some nuts whereas a. weak loading would damage no nuts 
but leave some shells untracked. Tests have shown that 5% damage can be 
matched with 8% uncracking: whilst 12kg. of nuts csn be cracked per 
hour. 

Price: (cost of production) 30 kwacha ($33.00) 

(PRICES LATZST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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CAYOR ROTARY GROUNDNUT THRESHER 

Manuf~actured by: 

SISCOMA (Factory 
BP 3214 at Pout , 
UKAR 
Senegal 

Telephone: Pout S1096, 81i36 

-: 7781 SISCOI!A SG 

City Office: SISCOMA 
rue du Dr Theze,' 
Grammont 
DAKAR 
sencga.1 

Telepi?onf: 22375-84 

DescripL;,~: The Cal'or thresher is supplied with interchangeable screens 
and ca? De operated manually, or by power-take ofi. Tbt potential 
capncity is 15Okg. kernels/hour. 

The 'Super Cayor' thresher is supplied with a winnowing fan. 

a: (as ai 1.1.80) 1. CZX>Tl? 55,802 CFA ($262.00) 
2. *,:pc!r Caror 82,560 CFA ~$388.00) 

SENEGAL SCREEN GROUNDNUT THRESHER 
- 

Manufactured by: 

SISCOMA (Factory 
BP 3214 at Pout) 
DAKAR 
SenPg?l 

Ttlephone: Pout 81096, 81136 

Telex: 7781 SISCOMA SG 

Description: The Senegal screen 
cracks and decorticates groundnut 
pods. Fads are fed from the 80kg. 
capacity hopper down the rotating 
drum and the shelled kernels gravitate to two outlets for sack-filling. 
The potentials capacity is 150Ukg./hour wit!? manual operation. 

Price: (as 3t 1.1.80) 145.200 CFA ($682.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAIL~ABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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ALTERNATING GROUNDNUT THRESHER 

Manufactured by: 

SISCO618 (Factory 
BP 3214 at Pout) 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephone: Pout 81096, 81136 

Telex: 7781 SISCOClA sti 

Cltr Office: SISCOMA 
rue du Dr Theze/ 
Grammon t 
DAKAR 

telephone: 22375-84 

pescription: The Siscoma alternating 
groundnut thresher is supplied with a 
ser of interchangeable screens. Its 
potential capacity is 100kg. kernels/hour. 

Price: (as at 1.1.80) 21.300 CFA 

GROUNDNUT STRIPPER 

Manufactured by: 

sIscoMa (Factory 
BP 3214 at Po'at) 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

telephone: Pout 81096, 81136 

Telex: 7781 SISCOMA SG 

Description: The Siscoma groundnut 
stripper is particularly suitable 
for confectionery groundnuts. It 
is crrnk-driven and the axle is 
mounted on sealed bearings. 
Potential capacity is 200kg. pods/hr. 

price: (85 at 1.1.80) 

27.188 CFA ($128.00, 

($100.00, 

- 

(PRICEZ LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER M.ANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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OUEME WINNOWER 

Manufactured by: 

SISCOMA (Factory 
BP 3214 at Pout) 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephone: Pout 81096, 81136 

Telex: 7781 SISCOMA SG 

City Office: SISCOMA 
rue du Dr Theze/ 
Grammont 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephone: 22375-84 

/I ~ II I 
I! i 
ul 

$ 

Llescription: The Oueme i3 designed 
:':r winnowing all types Of CelXal 

-nrj is fitted with 3 separate winnowing screens. It can be operated by 
haild or by motor. 

Pri.x: (as at 1.1.80) 76,885 CFA ($361.00) 
-- 

PADDY THRESHER 

Manufactured by: 

SI SCOMA (Factory 
BP 3214 at Pout) 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephcn~: Pout 81096, 81136 

Telex: 7781 SISCOMA Sti 
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Description: There are 2 models 
of paddy thresher, toth with the 
same drum and box, but one geared 
for pedal operation, the other for 
power tahc-ofi. 

The threshing drum has a width of 80cm., and the hourly capacities are:- 

150kg./hr (pedal driven) 
250kg./hr (motor driven) 

price: (as at 1.1.80) Fx pedal operation 103,763 CFA ($487.00) 
For power operation 166,432 CFA ($781.00) 

- 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER F3R ACTUAL) 
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PADDY THRESHER 

Manufactured by: 

Agrimal (Malawi) Ltd 
PO Box 143 
BLANTYRE 
Malawi 

Telephone: Blantyre 30692, 31259 

Telex: 4282 MI 

Telegrams: AGRIMAL 

Description: The threshing drum 
is mounted ix an oblong box and is 
operated by means of a foot 
rreadle, allowing the operator 
to feed the sheaves of paddy by 
hand. The capacity of the 
thresher is about 200kg. of paddy 
per hour. 

Price: (as at 1.4.80) 310 Kwacha ($378.00) -_ 
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PALM-NUT CRACKER 

Manufactured by: 

SISCOMA (Factory 
BP 3214 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

at Pout) 

Telephone: Pout 81096, 81136 

Telex: 7781 SISCOMA SG 

City: SISCOMA 
rue du Dr Theze/ 
Grammont 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephone: 22375-84 

pescription: The palm-nut cracker 
operates centrifugally, by mans of a 
disc driven inside a d:rum by direct drive from a 3ii.p. petrol engine. The 
hourly capacity of the cracker is 300-400kg/hr. (The notor is a Bernand 
W19A) 

Frice: (as :tt 1.1.80) 151,469 CFA ($721.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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:IDlJME POWER DRIVEN HAMMER-MILLS 

ND20, ND30 and GM40 

Wnufactured by: . 
Ndume Ltd 
PO Box 62 
GILGIL 
Kenya 

Telephone: Gilgil 223 

Telex: 39801 

. 

I;:, 
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&scription: The Ndume hammer-milis are 
designed to inill a variety of crops: 
maize, wheat, oats, barley, millet, hay 
and straw,but are especially suitable 
for grinding maize into meal. There are 
3 models: the NDZO, ND30 and GM40, of 
differing sizes but all of a similar 
basic design. From th,s loading hopper, 
grain is fed into the central mill housing in which heavy duty hammers 
grind the grain. The hanxmsrs are reversible, and replaceable. From the 
mill-housing, a fan blows the meal up into an overhead screened hopper. 

The ND20 is the smallest model, the cheapest and with the lowest capar-ity 
and can be driven from small power sources of 12-25 HP. The ND30 is the 
next in size. It has double the capacity of the NDZO, and itisfitted 
with a special overhead screen which allows oversize meal particles to 
fall back into the mill for regrinding. The meal it produces is therefore 
finer. The ND30 can be driven from small power sources of 16Hp but also 
from lager sources up to 100Hp. It is, of course, nearly twice the price 
of the NDZO. 

The GM40 is specially designed for power take-off from tractors, costing 
about the same and having about the same capacity as the ND30, but designed 
to operate at the lower r.p.m. given by tractor pulley-drive. 

The price and approximate capacities of each mill, as quoted by the manu- 
facturers, are shown below and the ND30 is illustrated. 

Prices and capa-: (as at l.iL.79) 

Model Price (retail) Capacity/hour Power source HP 

ND20 Kshg.5110.00 ($ 684) ZOO-250kg. Lister ST1 
450-550kg. Lister ST2 

12-25 HP 

ND30 Kshga9480.00 ($1269) 750-900kg.~ Lister HR2 
900-950kg: Lister HR3 

16-1OOHP 

GM40 Kshg.9780.00 (51309) SOOkg, 45HP Tractor 25-1OOHP 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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MANlK GRINDING MILLS 

MGMZ, MGM 5, MGM 7 and MGM 10 

Manufactured by: 

Manik Engineers 
PO Box 1274 
ARUSHA 
Tanzania 

Telephone: Arusha 3520 

Description: Xanik grinding mills are 
designed to mill a variety of crops 
but are especially useful for grinding 
maize. The mills are manufactured in 
4 sizes: small, medi~um, standard and 
large. Construction of all models is 
from heavy welded steel, and the 
grinding mechanism is mounted on 
imported sealed bearing units. The 
hammers are reversible, and can be 
used on 4 different faces before 
replacement. 

prices and CaPaCities (Small, medium 81 large models); 

Model 

MGM 2 

Price (retail; Capacity/hour Power sources 

Tshg.3000.00 ($369) 90kg - 180kg S-12HP 

MGM 5 

MGM 10 

Tshg.4000.00 ($492) 250kg - 640kg 15-4oHP 

Tshg.5600.00 ($689) 550kg - 1lOOkg 30-60HP 

ATOM MAIZE MILL 

Manufactured by: Brown & Clapperton 
PO Box 52 
BLANTYRE 
Malawi 

Telephone: Blantyre 34677 

Telex: 4243 

Telegrams: BEANCE 

Descriptions: The Atom maize-mill is a small size hammer-mill designed to * 
be powered by a 5%7HP diesel engine. It is fitted with reversible hammers, 
screens and sealed bearings. The average capacity is about 180kg per hour. 

Price: (retail) (as at 1.7.80) 555 kwacha ($677.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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UNITED MAIZE MILLS 

NM 25, NM 50, NM 75, NM 100 

Manufactured by: 

United Engineering Works Ltd 
PO Box 3082 
ARUSHA 
Tanzania 

Telephone: Arusha 3424 

Description: United makes 4 sizes of 
hammer-mills with different capacities. 
The casing of each is made from 
durable heavy welded steel, inside 
which the steel shaft is mounted on 
scaled bearing units. The steel 
hammers are reversible and replaceable. 

Prices and capacities: (as at 1.7.80) 

Model Pi-ice (retail) 

NM 25 Tshg.1800.00 ($221.00) 

NM 50 Tshg.2800.00 ($345.00) 

NM 75 Tshg.3080.00 ($380.00) 

NM 100 Tshg.3400.00 ($420.00) 

Capacity/hour 

70kg - 270kg 

270kg - 6OOkg 

400kg - ROOkg 

450kg - 1OOOkg 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 



DUNIA HAND-OPERATED GRINDING MILL. 

wfactured by: 

lidume Ltd 
FO BOX 62 
GiLGIL 
Kenya 

Telephone: Gilgil 223 

Telex: 39801 

Description: T:ie Dunia~ is a robust 
hand-operated mill that can be used 
for grinding many crops. Although 
principally designed for milling 
maize and wheat into flour, it can 
also be used to grind coffee. 

No castings are used in the ma~nu- 
facture: it is all made from welded 
steel for durability. Cleaning the machine is relatively easy. The front 
cover Cain be removed by unscrewing wing-nuts and no spanners 01‘ special 
tools are needed for maintenance. 

Using the Dunia, one man can grind about 20kg. of maize in one hour. 

m: (retail) (as at 1.11.79) Kshg.880.00 ($117.80) 

KUSINJA ?lAiZE-WiLL 

ManDfactured by: 

Brown & Clanoerton Ltd 
POBox52 -- 
BLANTYRE 
Malawi 

Telephone: Blnntyre 34677 

Telex: 4243 

Telegrams: BEANCE 

Description: 'rhe Kusinja Maize 
designed to be powered by diesel 
between lo-ZOHP, and the milling 
will vary according to the power 
a 1OHP motor, the capacity would 
with a ZOHP motor, 400kg/hour. 

pricp: (retail) (as at 1.7.80) 

1050 kwacha ($1280.00) 

Mill is 
motors of 
capacity 
source. With 
be 150kgJhour 
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RIIC SORGHUM DE-HULLER AND MILL 

Manufactured by: 

Rural Industries Innovation Centre 
Private Bag 11 
KANYE 

Telephone: Kanye 39213 

Description: In cooperation with 
the International Development Research 
Centre (IDRC) of Canada, RIIC at Kanye 
hive developed a package of machinery 
that is of suitable scale for village 
operation in the making of sorghum 
flour. 

The pachge consists of a de-huller 
and a hammer-mill and both are supplied 
together with extensive advice and 
operational brochure. The de-huller 
consists of a barrel-shaped container. 
The hammer-mill is of standard design, 
with interchangeable screens for 
different grades of flour. 

Both can be powered with a single 
power source and whether petrol or 
diesel, it should be of a 24HP rating. 
The package of machinery is designed 
to operate either by batch method 01‘ 
continuous flow! and can thus be used 
either for milling individual lots 
or for commercial quantity milling. 

Price: (ex-RIIC: (as at 1.1.80) 

1. Sorghum de-huller, complete 1200 puia ($1519.00) 
2. Hammver-mill, complete 850 pula ($1076.00) 
3. Drive and pulieys 400 pu1a ($ 506.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTORER FOR ACTUAL) 
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CROP STORAGE 
FERRUMBU MAIZE STORAGE BIN 

Designed by: 

Africa" Rural Storage Centre 
Mt Makulu Research Station 
PO BOX 7 
CHILANGA 
Zambia 

Telephone: Cbilanga 315 

Telegrams: Research, Chilanga 

Description: The 'Ferrumbu' is a 
design of grain storage silo that is 
weather- and pest-proof and which can 
be made from ccxnmonly available 
materials - cement alld chicken wire. 
The bin is built on a solid foundation 
of large stones, which acts as a damp- 
course; a. cement floor and outlet 
spout are laid, and a wooden frame 
erected, around which is wrapped 
chicken-wire. Allowing for drying of 
be built in 10 days. 

the materials, a Ferrumbu tin can 

It should be emphasised that this type of bin is designed for long-terx 
storage, therefore fresh moist crops should not be stored until they havs 
been dried. If they are, then moisture will encourage a high level of 
rotting. 

Various sizes of bin can be built, and the cost of production depends on 
the size of bin. For example a l.!j ton bin can be built with 4 bags of 
cement and 1 whole roll 3f 10 mm. chicken-wire. 

The approximate costs in terms of material: 

0.75 ton capacity Ferrumbu - 3 ba;:s of cement, 4 roll of chicken-wire 

1.5 to" capacity Ferrumbu - 4 bags of cement, 1 roll of chicken-wire 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY, REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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SHALLOW-WELL HAND-PUMP -i_ 

Developed by: 

Department of Lands, Valuation 
PL water 

Office of the President 
Private Bag 311 
Capital City 
LILONGWE 3 
Malawi 

Telephone: 731-688/731-136 

Telegrams: PRESMIN 

Description: The hand-pump is 
especially designed for a common site 
for groundwater supply in Malawi - the 
banks of 'dambos', which are shallow 
valleys in which, even when the stream 
is dry, groundwater is found near the 
surface. 

The >ump is designed to be mo'ated on a well platform at the edge of the 
dambo for all-season use, and is made from steel and PVC tubing components 
that are locally available. Its design has been chosen to enable its 
construction and maintenance to be rtlatively simple. Early models 
xvere made,entire;y from PVC piping which was technically quite adequate, 
however, r;he rising cost of petroleum-based plastics has now made steel 
tubing relatively cheaper and much of the pump-stand assembly is made 
from steei. 

The shallow-well pump will eventually be installed in over 5000 villages 
in Malawi. 

Price: (cost of production) (1980) 

122 kwacha ($140) 

(PRIZES LATEST AVAIiA6LE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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MAJENGO WATER PUMP 

Manufactured by: 

Majengo Cooperative Group 
c/o Arusha Appropriate Technology 

Project 
PO BOX 764 
ARUSHA 
Tanzania 

Telephone: Arusha 3594 

Telegrams: ATARU 

Description: The Majengo is a hand- 
operated single-action reciprocating 
piston pump for raising water from 
shallow wells, suitable for village 
water-supply, minor irrigation and 
cattle watering purposes. A unique 
feature of the design is a 'stuffing 
box' which enables water to be pumped 
under pressure to an overhead storage 
tank. 

The pump handle is wooden, and all the metal materials used in the 
COnstruCtion Of the rest of the pump are locally obtainable in Tanzania. 
The pump has furthermore been designed so that construction requires no 
gas or electric welding, and it is offered by the Majengo Cooperative 
Group as a kit for assembly on site. 
manual operation, 

The pump, although designed for 
can also be adapted for engine or wind-power. 

Technical specifications: 

Overall weight: 
Manual operative capacity: 

25 kg 
1350 litres/hr (0.375 l/set) 
'from a 19 m. head 

Price: (of kit) (as at 1.7.80) 

Tshg.1500.00 (5184.50) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 



BORE-HOLE PUMPS 

Manufactured by: 

BI‘OW~ & Clapperton Ltd 
PO Box 52 
BLANTYRE 
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Malawi 

Telephone: Blantyre 34677 

Telex: 4243 

Telegrams: BEANCE 

Description: Both models 
of the Brown & Clapperton 
Borehole Pw,,p are manu- 
factured from steel plate 
and pipes, and a.11 pipe 
cnnnections are galvnniscd. 
The pumps are designed for 
hand-operation on any 
shallow well up to a depth 
of 80 metres. Reference 
should be made to the 
manufacturers for details 
of the different specifi- 
cations between Model 1 
and Model 2. 

Price: (as at 1.7.80) 

Model 1 570 kwachs 
($695.00) 

Model 2 640 kwacha 
(5780.00) 

Model 1. 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL 
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BRISAN PUMP 

Manufactured by: 

Component Parts (Swaziland) Ltd 
Box 1087 
MBABANE 
Swaziland 

(Factory at Manzini) 

Telephone-: Manzini 52900 

Description: A compact water-pump designed -__ 
to be fitted at the end of a PVC pipe and 
submersed in bore-hdles :or continuous pumping. 
The pump is electric powered and requires a 
mains-supply of 220-380 V(DC). 

Submersible Franklin Electric mo~io1‘s are 
imported from the USA and attached to the 
pump ""it which is made of plastic impeller 
rings manufactured in Swaziland. Different 
sizes of pumps (different power-raLings and 
lengths of pump "nit) are ma& for differing 
lift requiremen'cs. The pump requires minimal 
servicing, as breakdwvn of the motor would 
mean replacement. 

In a 400 bore-hole, the Brisan pump can lift 100 gallons/hour. Component 
Parts were manufacturing approximstely 1000 units per year in 1979. 

Price: (1980) 300 emalangeni $287.50 

GUEROULT BORE-HOLE PUMP 

Manufactured by: 

SISCOMA (Factory at 
BP 3214 Pout) 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephone: Pout 81096, 81136 

Telex: 7781 SISCOMA SG 

Description: The Gueroult bore-hole 
pump can be powered in 3 ways: by beam, by 
pedal or by animal drive. The pump-body is 
submersible and is connected to the surface 
power scurce by cable-drive. It is possible 
to replace the piston assembly without extracting 
the piping. 

Peformance: Lift potential: 10-60 m. (1 litrejsec - 
output: 3600-80 litrefhr 0.2 litre/sec) 

Price: 250,000 CFA ($1174.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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ARUSHA WINDMILL 

Manufactured by: 

Ujuzi Leo Industries 
PO BOX 7146 
ARUSHA 
Tanzania 
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Telephone: Arusha 3297 

Description: The Arusha windmill 
is a 6 blade low-swed windmill built 
entirely of locall$ available raw 
materials capable of pumping 1 litrelsec 
in a lSkm/hr wind, to a 55m delivery 
head. The sails are made of corrugated 
iron sheets, and the legs and pump shaft 
from tubular steel. 

Technical Specifications: 

Tower height: 12.0m Static Torque (in 20 kph wind) 
Rotor diameter: 5.03n 
Total'wt. of Fan and Tail: 122.5kg 1355 Nm (1000 lbf) 
Total overall weight: 360kg developing 2.2 kw at 24 kph 

Price: (as at 1.7.80) Tshg.lE,u3C.W ($1970.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDAWE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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PAP DRAGON WINDMILL WATER PUMP 

Manufactured by: 

Ploughs g: Ailied Products Ltd 
PO BOX 467 
KISUMU 
Kenya 

Telephone: Kisumu 40512 

Description: The PAP Dragon 
Windmill has entered production 
to a design developed in oooperation 
with UNDP. It is a l2 blade 
speed pump lifting &bout 2 litres/secs in a 
16km/hr wind, or 4 litresjsec in a 
30km/hr wind. It is manufactured 
from locally available materials 
and has the following technical 
specifications:- 

Tower Height 
Rotor Diameter 
Tower Bas? 
Max RPM 
Suction Head 
Delivery Head 
Pump Diameter 
Pump Stroke 

6m 
5m 
2m x 2m 
120 
6m 

10m 
15cm 
24cm 

It is fitted with a side vane safety 
system which operates at high wind 
speed. This is linked to a 
ratcbeting tail-vane lock which 
ensures that the rotor will not 
turn again until reset by the 
operator. The pump is made from 
PVC piping with a wooden piston 
and leather valves, reducing 
maintenance costs and ensuring 
a low torque on starting. 

;'i~ice: (ex-factory) (as at 1.7.80) Kshg.16,000.00 ($2140.00) ~~.- 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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KIJITO WINDMILL 

Manufactured by: 

BobsHarries Engineering Ltd 
Karamaini Estate 
PO Box 40 
THIKA 

Telephone: Thika 47234, 47250 

Telex: "277fi SPECMOULD 

Telegrams: BOBS THIKA 

~scripzior.: Kijito windmills have '_ 
been dcvoloped from s design by ITDG 
(Intcxmediate Technology Development 
Group) and are particularly designed 
for deep-bore-hole pumping. 

Kijito aindmilis are made from steel 
plate mounted on tubular steel towers 
and the rotor hub is designed to be 
fitted with between 6 and 24 blades. 
The blades are moulded from fibreglass 
in order to maximise zero-dynamic 
efficiency. 

The number of blades, as well as the 
diameter of the rotor can be variable, 
according to the performance required. 
Kijito windmills are supplied with 
rotors of the following diameters:- 

3.7m., 4.9m., 6.lm. and 7.3m. 
i 

Kijito windmills are fitted with a 
self-governing safety mechanism vihich 
turns the rotor out of wind for wind- 
speeds over 40k.p.h. Performance 
depends upon the combination of rotor 
and water-pump but average performance 
of different rotor sizes, pumping from 
different depths is shown in the table:- 

Performance of Kijito 'windmills at constant 12 k.p.h. wind-speed 
7litres per sec.) 

Pumping Head 
30m. 601~. 120m. 240m. 

Rotor Diameter: 3.9m. 0.60 0.30 0.15 
6.lm. 1.16 0.58 0.29 
7.3m. 2.01 1.01 0.50 0.25 

Prices: (as at 1.3.80) !rindmill plus Installation 

3.9m rotor Kshg.51,750.00 ($6,900) 57,750.OO ($ 7,700) 
6.lm " Kshg.69,000.00 ($9,200) 76,500.OO ($10,200) 
7.3m 1( ~Ksh6.86,250.00 ($11,500) 93,750.OO ($12,500) 

These pi-ices include a 10m. tower: for larger towers an extra charge is 
levied, e.g. for a 20m. tower, the tc;tal cost would increase by Kshg.34,000 
($4,500) 
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JANDU HYDRAULIC RAM 

Manufacturedby: 

Jandu Plumbers Ltd 
PO BOX 409 

'Telephone: *rusha 3410, 3468 

e: 42093 JAPCON 

Description: Hydrams are designed to 
lift water for del~ivery to a relatively 
great height from a given driving water 
soui-ce whose fall may be relatively 
moderate. The Jnndu Hydram will lift 
water according to the following 
relationship:- 

q = Q x h/H x 415 

where q= the ilow delivered, 
Q= the flow Of the source. 
h= the fall of tne source and 
H= the delivery lift. 

Thus a Hydram installed in a stream whose flow was 100 litres/minute, 
falling 5 metres, could lift water to a height of 40 metres with a 
+livery flow of 10 litres per minute. 

Jandu make several sizes of Hydram to suit differeni conditions,and Kiil 
supply appropriate Hydrams to these conditions if informed of the specific 
conditions such as the rate of flow of the source , its fall, and thl lift 
required. 

Price: (as at 1.1.80) (SJR 1.5) Tshg.3000.00 ($370.00) 

JANDU PERSIAN-WHEEL 
~~‘, .A 

Designed by: 

Jandu Plumbers 
PO Box 409 
ARUSHA 
Tanzania 

Description: Ja 
designed and buil 

Ltd 

ndu Pl ers have 
t a Persian wheel 

that is powered by a pair of oxen 
turning a rotor arm. As the use of ' 
ox-power for water-pumping is hardly 
developed in East Africa there is no 
effective demand for manufacturs e of 
Persian wheels. However. the conman" 
would be happy to discus; the likely‘ 
cost of manufacturing Persian wheels to order, as well as supplying details 
of the likely performance. 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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PRESSED STEEL WATER TANKS 
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Manufactured by: 

Warren Engineering Ltd 
PO BOX 30151 
NAIROBI 
Kenya 

Telephone: Nairobi 335671-5 

'Telex: 22032 Interlink 

Bscription: Warren water tanks can 
be made in any size whose depth does 
not exceed 365 cm.,by the assembly 
of standard pressed steel plates 
which measure 122 cm. square. The 
plates are supplied together with 
nuts and bolts and fixing strip, 
although the prices quoted below are 
just for the cost of steel plates 
required for different sizes of tank. 
The supporting structure and con- 
necting plumbing-ware for the tank are 
separately. 

“C It included but may be suppli ed 

Price of steel plate components for different sized tanks: (as at 1.4 :.80) 

Size of tank 

1800 lie-es 
7200 litres 

14400 litres 

Price 

Shg. 8,750.OO ($1,170.00) 
Shg.24,500.00 ($3,300.00) 
Shg.35,000.00 ($4,700.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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HUTCHINSON METHANE PLANTS 

Manufactured By: 

Tunnel Co. Ltd. 
Tunnel Estate 
FORT TERNAN 
Kenya 

Telephone: Fort Ternan 7Y7 

Description: There are two types of Hutchinson Methane Plant: the Continu- 
ous System Plant and the Batch System Plant. Various models of each have 
been developed at the Tunnel Company: some models are supplied in kit form, 
others are ready-to-use. 

The Continuous System: operates on solid organic matter such as stalks, 
coffee pulp etc. and requires an inoculation of anaerobic bacteria. 
'The manufacturers also recommend t'le purchase of an accompanying continuous 
plant, of at lrast the snzllest size. 

Batch System: Both plants, in addition to producing gas, also yield 
valuable organic manure as a residue and the manufacturers have observed 
that, for every twelve csws whose manure is used for methane production, 
one hectare of land can be fertilised with significant results. Of course, 
effective USC of the continuous plants is very much dependent on the 
husbandry practiced and the ease of co:lecting t'le manure. Hethane plants 
are more easy to use when cattle are gathered together at least once daily, 
as for mil~king. 

As well as supp1yir.g the larger units ii! kit-form for the local market, 
the manufacturer is agreeable to licencing agreements with foreign 
manufacturers who ilre interested in the larger units. The smaller units 
which are supplied ready-made from the factory come with a two-ring gas 
cooker and a gas mantle-law ready for "se. 

The table shows the 1980 price and the output of each model, its type, and 
the recommended size according to the manure surely from varying herd 
SiXS. 
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Model No. 

Mk.1 

MK.11 
(Domestic) 

Mk. I I Large 

blk.11 2 Lid 

Mk.11 3 Lid 

Mk.111 No.1 

Mk.111 No.2 

Xk.III No.3 

Mk.111 No.4 

Mk.111 No.4 
(Double) 

Mk.IV 

System 

Batch 

Continu3u.5 

Continuous 

Contiruous 

Continuous 

Continur~.ls 

Continuous 

Continuous 

Continuous 

Cc::tinuous 

Bztch 

Kit form/ 
Ready to use 

Kit form 

Kit form 

Kit form 

Kit form 

Kit form 

Ready to use 

Ready to use 

ilrady to use 

Ready to use 

Ready to use 

Ready to use 

;as Output 

2.5 m3 

12.8 m3 

21.5 m3 

43.0 m3 

57.0 m3 

0.7 m3 

1.4 m3 

2.1~ m3 

2.8 m3 

5.; nJ 

1.0 m3 

HUTCHISON SOLAR HOT-WATER UNITS 

Xanufactured by: 

Tunnel Co Ltd 
Tunnel Estate 
FORT TERNAN 
Kenya 

Telephone: Fort Ternan 7Y7 

Description: These units heat water 
for domestic purposes. They are 
supplied as complete units of solar 
panels and insulated storage tanks. 
They can be obtained in various 
capacities, according to the number 
of standard sized panels in each 
unit. Each panel measures 300 cm 
x 70 cm. 

Iairy 
Ierd 
size 

50 

80 

150 

zoo 

Price (1980) 
Kshg. US 

6000.00 ($ 803) 

7000.00 ($ 937) 

8000.00 ($1071) 

9000.00 ($1205) 

1760.00 !$ 236) 

2500.00 ($ 335) 

3630.00 ($ 486) 

4235.00 ($ 567) 

7700.00 ($1031) 

2000.00 ($ 268) 

The manufacturers claim that normal 
daily insolation will hear water to 6O'X, and that 400C can be achieved in 
overcast conditions. 

Corrugated steel absorber panels are used, coated aith anti-corrodant, 
covered with u/v-resistant polyester envelopes whose durability is appro- 
ximately 2-4 years. Spare covers can be obtained. 

The prices and capacities of each available model are: 

Model Capacity Price: Kshg. us$(as at 1.1.80) 

SHWU No.1 45 li~ire 1815.00 243 

SHWU No.2 90 litre 3025.00 405 
SHWLI No.3 135 litre 3630.00 486 
SHWU No.4 180 litre 4840.00 648 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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METHANE GENERATOR 

Developed by: 

Uhandisi Cooperative Society 
PO Box 849 
ARUSHA 
Tanzania 

Telephone: Arusha 2625 

In conjunction witk: n 

Arusha Appropriate Technology _ 
Project 

PO Box 764 
ARUSHA 
Tanzania 

Teleqhone: 3594 

Description: The AATP have 
developed a methane generator made 
from seven 200 litre oil drums, 
whose tops are removed and are 
then inverted over a sunken pit into which cattle/chic!:en dung can be poured 
and mixed with water. Methane generated from this slurry rises into the 
drums and is piped off for storage in a simple gasometer before domestic 
use. The design is being used by Uhandisi for the manufacture of 
generators to local demand - made to or<:~i' a-cording to the size required. 

Pi-ice: (as at 1.7.80) 

Variable to size - from Tshg.1200.00 ($150.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY, REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 



INCIJBATOR, HONEY. 
MOHAIR 

KILACHA INCUBATOR 
- 

Manufactured by: 

Kilacha Production & Training 
centre 

near Moshi 
Tanzania 

Telephone: Him 19 

Description: The Kilacha 
Production 81 Training Centre iS 
part of the Diocese of Moshi in 
Tanzania and the incubator has 
been designed to meet the needs 
of small farmers and small 
poultry production units whose only fuel source is kerosene. The incu- 
bators are fitted with kerosene burners, thermometers and thermostats 
and enable successful incubation of eggs. Seven sizes of incubator are 
made (to order) for capacities between 100-1000 eggs. Frice varies with 
sizes. thus: 

Price: (as at 1.6.80) 

Incubator capacity 

100 eggs Tshg.1700.00 ($210.00) 
200 1' Tshg.1900.00 ($235.00) 
300 3' Tshg.2200.00 ($270.00) 
400 T1 Tshg.2500.00 (%305.00) 
500 11 Tshg.2800.00 ($345.00) 
600 'I Tshg.3000.00 ($370.00, 

1000 " Tshg.5500.00 ($675.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTTJAL) 
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WOOL-MOHAIR SPINNING WHEEL 

Developed by: 

CARE 
PO Box MS682 
MASERil 
Lesotho 

'&&phone: MS3982 

Manufactured by: 

Save the Children Vocational 
Workshop 

PO BOX MS%86 
MASERU 
Lesotho 

Telephone: XS2279 

Description: A foot-treadle 
spinning wheel for spinning wool 
and mohair yarn. The fibre must 
first be carded carefully with carding combs. After carding, the fibre 
is ready for spinning, and after spinning it must be washed before being 
used for the manufacture of knit-wear. 

Thus, although the spinning process alone can process 4 kg. of fibre per 

dw , the whole process brings down production to about 4 kg. per month 
per wheel. 

The wheel is constructed from a standard 26 in. bicycle wheel, and local 
timber. The bobbin-assembly is made from aluminiul; tube, hard-board 
discs, and medium gauge steel wire. 

The spinning wheels are manufactured in the Save the Children Warkshop 
which also manufactures carding combs. 

Price: (1979) Spinning Wheel : 27 loti ($34.00) 
Carding Comb : 15 loti ($19.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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UNITED HONEY PRESS 

Manufactured by: 

United Engineering Works Ltd 
PO Box 3082 
ARUSHA 
Tanzania 

Telephone: Arusha 3424 

Description: The honey press is 
a hand-operated screw-press which 
extracts honey from the honey-comb. 
It is made of metal, and could be 
used to extract up to 15 kg. of 
honey per hour from combs. 

Price: (as at l.li.80) 

Tshg.285.00 ($72.00) 

TENGERU BEEHIVE 

Manufactured by: 

Tengeru Furniture Mart 
PO Duluti 
ARUSHA 
Tanzania 

Telephone: Duluti 41 

Description: The Tengeru beehive 
is a top-bar hive made with 13 frames, 
spaced at 18 mm. apart. The box of the 
hive is made from a timber frame faced 
with chip-board and the outside is 
painted with a durable white peint. 
Each frame contains 3 longitudinal 
wires as comb supports. Replacement 
frames can be supplied, and super 
chambers are fitted. 

il 
iL- Lb 

Prices: (1980) Tshg.240.00 ($30.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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BEEKEEPING EQUIPMENT 

Distributed by: 

Beekeeping Section 
Ministry of Agriculture 
PO BOX 30028 
NAIROBI 
Kenya 

Telephone: Nairobi 48211 

Description: The Beekeeping 
Section stocks heekeening equipment 
xnne of which is made by the section, 
some of which by external con- 
tractors. The hive is the Kenya 
Top-Bar Hive, as illustrated, and 
the other equipment is listed in 
the price-list below:- 

Prices: (wholesale) (as 

1. Kenya Top-Bar Hives 
2. Catcher Boxes 
3. Feeders 
4. Queen Excluders 
5. Smokers 
6. Bee Brushes 
7. Ilive Tools 
8. Gloves 
9. Veils 
10. Bee Suits 

at 1 .7.80) 

Kshg. 60.00 
Kshg. 30.00 
Kshg, 10.00 
Kshg. 20.00 
Kshe. 35.00 
Ksh;. 12.00 
Kshz. 12.00 
Ksh;. 25.00 
Kshg. 20.00 
Kshg.lOO.OO 

($ 8.00) 
($ 4.00) 
($ 1.35) 
($ 2.70) 
($ 4.70) 
($ 1.60) 
(S 1.60) 
($ 3.35) 
($ 2.70) 
($13.40) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER F’OR ACTUAL) 



BEEKEEPING EQillPMENT 

. 

Manufactured by: 

John Rau & Co Ltd 
PO Box 2893 
SALISBURY 
Zimbabwe 

Teiephone: Salisbury 707682 

Description: Rau & Co manufacture 
and sell a complete range of bee- 
keeping equipment. Their hives, 
as illustra~ted, are made from 
tirober planks, and are of Langstroth 
design, with brood and super chambers. 
The other equipment is listed below 
with prices. 

Prices: (ex-works) ( as at 1.7.80) 

1. Complete Hives 
2. Super Chamber only 
3. Frame( &ach) 
4. Queen Excluders 
5. Fire-Box Smokers 
6. Bee Brushes 
7. Uncapping Knives 
8. Hive Tools 
9. Gloves 
10. Veils complete 
11. Overalls 

Zim$25.00 ($38.60) 
Zim$ 2.85 ($ 4.40) 
Zim$ 0.45 ($ 0.70) 
Zim$ 3.30 ($ 5.00) 
ZimS13.75 ($21.15) 
Zim$ 2.16 ($ 3.3Oj 
Zim$ 3.95 ($ 6.00) 
Zim$ 2.60 (8 4.00) 
Zi.mi 3.25 is 5.OOj 
Zim$17.00 ($26.00) 
Zim$ 8.20 ($12.60) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 



TRANSPORT 

TAMTU OX-,CART 

(metal or rubber wheeled) 

Manufactured by: 

Tanza,nia Agricultural 
Hiachinery Testing Un 

PO Box 1389 
ARUSHA 
TF.~Z~lli~ 

~elepbone: Arusha 3666 

Description: A 2 wheel ox-cart 
that can be built with either metal 
gr r>ubber wheelsl The model as 
shown js designed for oxen: a 
derivative can be constructed for 
donkey draught., in which case the shafts can be iighter and attached 
laterally to :hr front cf the c?rt rather than centrally. The cart is 
fitted with twoden bushes 2nd brakes, cm be serviced quite simply by 
lubricating the hearing grease-cup, and can carry up to 750kg. 

w: (as at 1.7.so) Metal Rim, large : Tshg.2750.00 ($338.00) 
Metal Rim, small : Tshg.2650.00 ($326.00) 

Rlnbber Wheels, large : Tshg.2900.00 (5357.00) 
Rubber Wheels, small : Tshg,ZSOO.OO (5344.00) 

WHEELBARROW 

Mad::facturedQ: 

African Steel Fabricators Ltd 
PO Box 52694 
MOb$BASA 
Kenya 

Telephone: Mombasa 491912 

Description: A heavy-duty: deep 
tray vheelbarrow, whose caPacity is 
0.1 cu.metrei It is made from 
locally available raw-materials 
and the wheel is fitted with a 
rubber tyre. 

Price: (retail) (as at 1.5.SO) Kshg. 250.00 ($33.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. r.EFER IIANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 



OX-CRAWN BOWSER 

Manufactured by: 

SISCOMA (Factory 
BP 3214 ae Pout) 
DAKAR 
sznega1 

Telephone: Pout 81096, 8113 

Telex: 7781 SISCOMA SG 

City Off=: SiSCOMA 
~iie du Dr Thez 
Grammont 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

22375-84 Telephone: 

Description: The ox-drawn bowser 
bns an unladen weight of 29Okg. 
and a capacity "f 800 litres (175 gallons). 

Price: (as at 1.1.80) 2X,91)0 CFA ($1112.00) 

M’BAM DONKEY-CART 

MALAV HORSE-CART 

Manufxtu;:ed by: 

SISCOMA (Factory 
BP 3214 at Pout) 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephone: Pout 81096,~81136 

Telex: 7781 SISCOMA SG 

Description: The M'bam Andy the 
~alav are two simple carts, mounted 
on pneumatic-tyred wheels. The 
donkey Cart has a Iron capxity, 
the horse-cart a 1 ton capacity. 

The unladen weights are: W'bam - 108kg., Malav - 190kg. 

Price:(as at l.l.SOf M'bam 54,900 CFA (5258.00) 
XalaV 67,760 CFA ($318.00) 

(PRICES LATFST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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HEAVY DUTY OX-CART 

Manufactured by: 

SISCOMA (Factory 
iiP 3214 at Pout) 
DAKAR 
Senegal 

Telephone: Pout 81086, 81136 

Telephone: 22375-84 

Description: The "x-cart, 
1.5 tons, 

mounted on pneumatic iyres, has a capacity of 
with a low loader configuration. 

Price: (complete) (as at 1.1.80) 

204,859 CFA ($962.00) 

OX-CART 
-- 

Manufactured by: 

Brown & ClEpperton Ltd 
PO Box 52 
BLANTYRE <PC& 

Telephune: Blantyre 34677 

Telex: 4243 

Ele rams: BEANCE 

Description: The B&C ox-cari is a 
strong heavy-duty cart mounted on 
a single axle fj~tted with tyred 
wheels, The front and rear panels 
of the body can be removed for t&ing long loads, and a specially designed 
600 litre galvanized water tank is avaiinble as an extra. 

Price: (as at 1.7.80) 528 I<wxcha ($fi44.00) 

(PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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NGOLO OX-CART 

hIanufactured by: 

N,70lo Industries 
LILOXGVE 

p>tributed by.: 

ADilARC 
P 0 Box 5052 
LIMBE 
bhlawi 

telephone: Blantyre 651244 

Description: A two-wheel ox-cart with a wooden body, and solid timber 
shaft. The wheels are fitted with pneumatic tyres and are mounted on a 
ns~~hl axle with sealed bearings. 

Price: (Wholesale) (as at 1.1.80) 

Kwacha 200.00 ($244.00) 

lvlanufactured by: 

Ploughs & Allied Products Ltd 
P 0 Box 467 
KISUMU 
Kenya 

Telephme: Kisilmu 40512 

sescri tion: Pairs of metal-rimmed, spoked wheels suitable for ox-carts. 

Price: (ex-works) (as at 1.7.80) 

Kshg. 86O.OO ($115.00) 

<PRICES LATEST AVAILABLE FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. REFER MANUFACTURER FOR ACTUAL) 
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Agriculture 

Technology 

Existing 

P,E",',"d: 

Transport 

BOTSWANA 

With a population of only 700,000 and a land area of 
580,000 square kilomeires, Botswana is o"e of the least 
densely populated Commonwealth countries, However, much 
of the land is desert or semi-arid, suitable~ only for 
pastoralism, and eve" on the cultivable land the r&i"fall 
is not reliable. As the export of beef has become a major 
industry for Botswana (bringing in over US$50 million per 
Year) 1 the improvement of livestock farming has as high a 
priority as the improvement of cropping techniques. The 
high level of livestock ownership and the need for extensive 
rather than intensive cropping in the arid climate have 
stimulated a particular interest in ox-drawn cultivation 
implements. The MPkgonatsotlhe multi-purpose tool-bar has 
been developed to meet these needs, and is now being 
tested. 

Botswana has recently established the Botswana Technology 
centre, with a full-time director, and a governing board 
drawn from government ministries and from non-governmental 
organisstions. The Centre will not do R&D itself, but will 
he a clearing house for information and ideas about appro- 
priate technology. 

Botsl,$ana is a ~enber of the South African Custons Union, 
%"d most of its imports of agricultural equipment fxme 
either from or via South Africa, which also inevitably draws 

nest Botswana exports. ~l;e opening: of the border with 
Zinbabme nay cha"qe the patter" Of trade routes. In 1976-79 

a trial shippent of ten ox-dram" plouohs rV=S Sent frol- 
ear-es-Salaar to Botswana, but their landed cost rade therr 
u"conpetitive ,.vith the sraller SAFIY plough, iworted from 
South Africa. Local production of equiprent faces similar 

problems. 

Not only relying on transit through South Africa for its 
own imports and exports, Botswana is also itself a transit 
country ) for the railway from Zimbabwe to the southern ports 
of South Africa runs through Botswana. Botswana is also, 
to a small extent, a tra"sit country for Zambia" imports 
from South Africa, via theKazuncula ferry "ear Livingstone. 
Until 1976, when the border between Zimbabwe and Mozambique 
was closed, there was also rail traffic through Botswana to 
the port of Beira in Mozambique, and with Zimbabwe having 
attained independence this route should enable Botswana to 
reduce, to some extent, its present dependence on South 
African ports. In the longer term, there is the poss;bility 
of a railway being constructed to link Botswana with Walvis 
Ba!r in Nunibia, which would make the exploitation of 
Botswana's mineral wealth easier. The railway through 
Botswana remains a" important transii toiii'&for Zambia, 
Malawi and Zaire goods en route to or from South African 
ports. 

This railway is currently run by Zimbabwe Reilways, 0" 
behalf of the Botswana authorities, but control and manage- 
ment is being taken over by Botswana, as skilled manpower 
becomes available. It is planned to complete the takeover 
Ly 1985. The railway links up with the systems of Zimbabwe 
and South Africa, and carries most imports and exports to 



and from Botswsna. 65 -70% of freight is transit in normal 
years. The volume of road transport is small, except for 
the-route from Francistown to Zambia via the Kazungula ferry, 
which is likely to decline. 

In order to support its raiimays, South Africa restricts the 
use of rord transport within its borders, so that trade 
between Botswana and Swaziland, and Botswana and Lesotho, is 
limited in scope and confined largely to the railway; goods 
to Swaziland go to Breyten, and are then taken into Swaziland 
by truck. 

Some traffic from South Africa to Malawi has been taken via 
Botswana, the Kazun(rula ferry and Zambia, but this is 
unlikely to be repeated. A tarred road from Zimbabwe to 
South Africa through Botswana is expected to be completed in 
1981. 

Air Botswana flies scheduled flights to Johannesburg, Lusaka 
and Maser". Tt does not operate a special cargo service, but 
freight can Se carried on passenger flights, for a price. 

Botzam Services and Jukes Curtis Transport, both in 
Francistown, are the only two road carriers of importance 

Agents Manica Freight Services 
P 0 BOX 1372 
Gaborone 
Tel. 71-293 
Telex 2256 

Manica Mann George 
P 0 Box 127 
Francistown 
Tel. 275 
Telex 2211 

Transport 
Companies 

Botzam Services 
Box 123 
Francistown 

Carriers (Botswana) 
Box 231 
Francistown 

Jukes Curtis Transport 
Box 436 
Francistown 

Zimbabwe Railways 
Box 494 
Gaborone 

Air Botswana 
BOX 92 
Gaborone 

Main features 1. Botswana is a member of 
of Customs 

With Lesotho and Swaziland, 

Regulations 
the South African Customs Union, with the Republic of 
South Africa. 

2. The basis of valuation for duty is the 'normal price 
of the goods to the importer'. This is 'calculated 
on the basis of a sale thereof, at the time of entry 
for home consumption in the open market ___ by any 
person to any other person both such persons being 
independent of each other . ..I. it is in effect the 
FOB price. 
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3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Where both a percentage rate and a specific rate are 
shown, the higher is the operative rate. 

A commercial invoice and bills of lading are required 
for all commercial consignments; the consignee usually 
stipulates the number of copies. Certificates of origin, 
the forms for which are available from commercial 
stationers, 
claimed. 

are required if preferential duty is to be 
No facsimile signatures are permitted. 

An import surcharge of 7$% (on the normal price) is 
levied on goods imported, but with the following 
exceptions - plough shares, plough parts, harvesting 
machinery, combines, fodder presses and egg-grzding 
machines. 

ImpoFt licenses are required for ail goods except those 
on a 'free-list' - this is signified in the tariffs 
below. 

Customs Tariffs 

CODE 

82.01 

82.01.10 
.lO 
.90 

82.01.20 

Irr 
1 

II 
( 

s ( irub hoes+ 

82.01.30 Picks and mattocks 

82.01.40 
.lO 
.20 
.30 

.90 

82.01.90 

84.24 

84.24.10 

84.24.15 

84.24.50 Other ploughs 

.~ 
ITEMS 

3aad tools for agriculture, horticulture, oi- 
forestry 

lxes : + 
hatchets with steel handles 
Ithers 

Forks: 
Forks with 8 or aore prongs 
Grub forks 
Others, with prong length exceeding 15Omm 

Others 

Others (i.e. other hand tools) 

Agricultural and horticultural machinery for 
soil preparation or cultivation (for example 
ploughs, harrows etc) 

Ploughs, mouldboard type (excluding reversible 
type) with two or more but no more tha 4 
shares, designed for use with tractors 

Ploughs, disc type, with 2 or more but not 
mom? than 5 discs, designed for use with 
tractors 
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PARIFF 

20% 
3% 

30% 

25% or 
30$ each 

15% 
FXYX? 
15% or 
306 each 
Fret? 

Fl?@fZ 

15% 

15% 

Fret? 



84.24.55 

84.24.57 

84.24,60 

84.24.70 

84.24.75 

Y4.24,80 

84.10:40.90 

84.15.50.10 

83.24.87 

84.24.X 

84.25 

84,25.10 

64.25.15 

84.25,20.10 
.90 

84.25.40 

84.25.50 

84.25.80 

Plough shares (angle .!a flat)* 

Plough discs 

Parts of ploughs (except disc and shares)* 

Harrows, offset disc type, of a width not 
exceeding 2m., designed for use mith tractors 

Harrows, one-way disc type, of a width not 
exceeding 2.Em., designed for us0 with tLSactors 

Other harrows 

Reciprocating pumps driven by compression 
engines 
Reciprocating pumps not driven by such engines 

Centrifugal, submersible, bore less than 
2oomm. 

Fertiliser distributors and manure spreaders 

Other agricultural 01‘ horticultural machinery 
for soil preparation or cultivation 

Harvesting and threshing machinery 

Harvesting ar,d threshing machinery* 

Combines* 

Power-operated straw and fodder presses* 
Other straw ?r fodder presses 

Hay or grass mowers (excluding lawn mowers) 

Winnowing and cleaning machines for seed, 
grain or leguminous vegetables 

Egg-grading machines* 

20% 

Free 

15% 

15% 

15%, 

FIY?e 

20% 
Free 

20% 

FITI? 

Free 

Free 

Fl-f?e 

Free 
Free 

Free 

+ No import licence 
* No import surcharge 

Source : 

Customs Schedule, Department of Customs and Excise> 
Gaborone. 
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Agriculture Kenya has a population of over 14 million, about 90% of whom 
live in rural areas, most of them on smaliholdings, though 
there are also large commercial farms and estates. The 
smallholding sector can be diaidcd roughly into two parts, 
luith smaller farms in high-potential areas growing cash 
crops such as coffee, tea, pyrethrum ds well as subsistence 
crops, and larger farms onlower-potential land growing main11 
subsistence crops. The average size of all small holdings 
is about 3.5 hectares, bur this hides wide variations. 
Only 15: of Kenya's land area is fit for arable cropping, 
but there is grea~t potential for irrigation. Xuch of the 
non-arable land is fit for pastoral grazing. 

During the 1970s the small-holder sector contributed about 
50% of marketed agricultural output, in addition to its 
subsistence production. The main food crop is maize, and 
the major cash crops coffee and tea, bur cash-cropping is 
increasingly diversified, with fruit such as pineapples and 
xnangoes being exported to Europe. Wheat is mainly grown 
on large commercial farms, but production is declining as 
such farms are subdivided. Arricultural uroduce accounted 
for about 45% of total export-earnings in-1974. 

The table below gives details of crop-production in 1976: 
broken down by 'large farm' and 'smallholder' sectors. 

Pop Areas 
In K-nya, 
1976 

Large 
Farm 
ha. 

Small- Total 
holders , 
ha. :3 a 

Food Crops 

Cereals, pure stands 

Hybrid maize 74,000 

Local maize n.2. 
Finger millet n.2. 
Sorghum ".2. 
Wheat 89 ,000 
Rice ".a.. 
Other cereais 6,000 

Cereals, mixed stands 

Local maize, beans etc n.a. 
Hybrid maize, beans etc n.a. 
Sorzhun, beans etc n.2. 

Other Crnys, pure 
stands 

Pulses 
English p@tatoes 
Su:eet potatoes 
C2SS2V2 
Temporary crops 
Fodder crops 

Fruits FL Vegeiazx 

Vewtables 
D2"2"2S 
Other fruits 

n.2. 

2,roO 
n.2. 
n.2. 

116.000 
t3;000 

2,000 
n.2. 
n.2. 

258,000 
225.000 
31,000 
17,000 
20 ,000 
12,000 
is,030 

634,000 
243,000 
98,000 

70,000 

41 ,mo 
1:t ,000 
41~,000 

n.2. 

4,000 
20) 000 
1,000 

332,oco 
225,000 
31,000 
17,000 

109;000 
21,000 
21,000 

634,000 
243,000 
98,000 

70,000 
51;ooo 
11.000 
41;000 

llF,000 
8.000 

6,000 
20) 000 
1,000 
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Technology 

Industrial Crops 

Oil seeds 

sugar-cane 
Cotton, pure stands 
Cotton, mixed 
Barley 
Other industrial 
crops 

Export Crops 

Pure Stands 

C0ffe6? 
Tea 
Pyrethrum 
Sisal 
Pineapple 
Wattle 
Coconuts 
Cashew 
Other 

hlixed 

Coffee-banana-maize 
e3conut-cassava-maize 
Cashew-cassava-maize 

4,000 
30,000 

n.a. 
n.a. 

12,000 

n.a. 

30,000 
25.000 
3;ooo 

77,000 
5.000 

12;ooo 
2,000 
1,000 
3,000 

13,000 
55.000 
26;ooo 
45.000 
14;ooo 

3.000 

57,000 
41,000 
22,000 

n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 

2,000 
6,000 

23,000 

17,000 
85,000 
26,000 
45,000 
26,000 

3,000 

87,000 
66,000 
25,000 
77,000 
5,000 
12,000 
4,000 
7,GGO 

26,000 

Total crop area (ha.) 801,000 2,372,OOO 3,173,ooo 
Double cropped area. (ha) n.a. 375,000 375,000 
Net crop area (lx) 801,000 1,997,ooo 2,708,OOO 

Source: Annual Reports, Ministry of Agriculture, Nairobi. 

Most Kenyan farmers llse hand tools, the most common being 
the jembe (hoe) and panga (machete). These are~mostly 
imported from a wide range of countries, but local manu- 
fzcture is now starting. In 1976 there were an estimated 
30,000 ox-drawn ploughs in use in the country, most of them 
also being imports, but lxal production of these is now 
more developed. Ox-ploughs are used for contract ploughing 
as well as on-farm work, so that in 1976 perhaps 10% of all 
smallholders had their fields plougbed by oxen. Forage is 
a problem in high-potential areas, where land is in short 
supply and dairy cows compete with draught animals. In 
1976, there were also an estimated 10,000 ox-carts and 
6,000 ox-drawn culJi=ators, as well as other animal-drawn 
equipment. Kenya unports about 1,000 tractors per year. 

These.are used on large farms and estates and also there 
are some tractor-hiring services operated by co-operatives 
and by private companies. Mouldboard ploughs are imported 
but most disc-ploughs are made locally, as are some disc 
harrows. Trailers are all locally manufactured. 
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In 1981 Kenya will have spent over 18 million shillings on 
an Intensive Agricultural Development Programme, part of 
which is to encourage the local manufacture 01 ox-drawn 
equipment and hand tools. 

Foi- some years there has been an Ad Hoc Committee on 
Agricultural Mechanization, and this formed the basis of a 
National Appropriate Technology Committee, which started 
work in 1978. Its members have been drawn from the main 
research organizations and concerned ministries, and it is 
charged with co-ordination and monitoring of technological 
developments in the country. It is now called the "Rural 
Development Technology Committee", and the Chairmanship is 
vested in the Ilinistry of Agriculture; 

Kenya has a thriving private sector of equipment producers 
and innovators, and at Nakuru the Agricultural Machinery 
Testing Unit carries out standardised evaluations of local 
and imported equipment. For example, it has recently re- 
commended one small tractor for importation, after testing 
eight similar models. The University's Department of 
Agricultural Engineering is also involved in R & D of agri- 
cultural equipment, as are a number of government and 
private organizations. 

Kenya's border with Tanzania is closed so its only real 
trading link with the region is by sea via Mombasa. Mombasa 
is well served by ships going as far south as Nncala, less 
well by those going further south to aeira, Maputo and beyond. 

Within Kenya the railway and road links are good, the rail 
connecting Mombasa with Nairobi and then on to Uganda. 
This line is heavily used. Kenya also acts as an import-and- 
transit country for Southern Sudan, Rwanda and Burundi, and 
to a lesser extent the eastern parts Of Zaire. Road 
transport of goods to Sudan goes by the new Eldoret-Lodwar- 
Juba road. 

Long-distance road freight is monopolisod by the parastatal 
corporation, KENATCO. 

Agence Maritime Internationale 
Box 18055 
Nairobi 
Tel. 555967 
Cable AGENMARIN 
Telex 22452 

United Africa Corporation 
Box 47880 
Nairobi 
Tel. 23173 
Cable UNIAFRICA 
Telex 2260A/B 

Leslie & Anderson, E. Africa 
Box 41132 
Nairobi 
Tel. 331722 
Cable Leslander 

Kenya Shipping Agency 
Box 84331 
Mombasa 
Tel. 20501 
Cable MIZIGO 
Telex 21288 

Dodwell & Co. E. Africa 
Box 30087 
Nairobi 

Cable DODWEL 
Telex (Mombasa) 21278 

Nakufreight 
Box 41423 
Nairobi 
Tel. 332299 
Telex 22191 
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Kenya Transit & Trading Co. 
Box 91092 
Mombasa 
Telex 21203 

Transport 
Companies 

KFNATCO Transport Co. 
BOX 46991 
Nairobi 
Telex 22100 

Schenker & Co. (EA) 
Box 46757 
Nairobi 
Tel. 25372 
Cable SCHENKERCO 
Telex 22277 

!dain features 1. 
of customs 
regulations 2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

No preferences. 

Duty is assessed on the cost and freight value of the 
goods. 

A Sales Tsx is levied on the duty and tax-paid value 
of most goods. With the exceptions of hand tools, 
equipmznt listed in this guide carries a 15% sales tax. 

All goods imported into Yenya must be insured by Kenya 
insurers. 

Certain goods may only be imporrrd on behalf of a 
government monopoly, the National Trading Corporation. 
This applies to hoes, jembes, machetes, pangas, axes, 
all types of fork, spades and shovels. 

Foreign Exchange Allocation Licenses are required fox 
all goods, except where CIF value does not exceed 
Kshg. 4,000, and except for certain cnpital goods : 
foreign exchange is restricted, and only given according 
to certain quotas and for certain items. 

Import licenses are required for certain goods. others 
may be imported under Open General Licence. Hand tools 
require a specific import licence, but foreign exchange 
will be granted automatically for their import. Other 
equipment in this guide may be restricted. 

All goods imported into Kenya aust be inspected before 
shipment, except: 

(a) where value is less than Kshg. 20,000, unless in 
part shipments, 

(b) goods purchased by the Kenya government, 

Cc) and other categories, not of interest to this guide 
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9. Since December 1978 all imports have required a 100% 
refundable deposit with the Central Bank, excey,: 

(a) raw materials and spare parts for agricultural and 
industrial machinery, for which the Bank requires 
only details of quantity and value within three 
months of import, 

(b) certain goods, especially machinery, financed by 
foreign cr-dits of 18 months or more. 

10. 2 copies of an ordinary commercial invoice iii11 normally 
be accepted in support of entry declarations, provided 
the invoice has an original signature; but import 
licence applications must be accompanied by at least 
4 copies of pro forma invoices, and they must be 
accompanied by the appropriate form indicating that 
insurance is to be paid through a Kenya" company. 
Importers of machinery f or production and manufacturing 
must also first clear their application with the New 
Pro.jects Committee of the Ministry of Commerce 4 
Indtistry. 

Customs Tariffs 

CODE ITEM TAR~IFF 

82.01.00' 

82.03 

84.10.01 

84.24 

84.24.04 
84.24.05 

84.25 

84.26 

Spades, shovels picks, hoes, forks, rakes, axes, 
billhooks and similar hewing tools, scythes, 
sickles, hay knives, grass shears) timber wedges, 
and other tools cf a kind used in agriculture, 
horticulture or forestry 

saws, non-mechanical, and saw blades 

pumps 

Agricultural and horticultural machinery for Soil 

preparation or cultivation, including ploughs, 
seeders, planters, transplanters, fertiliser 
distributors, manure spreaders, scarifiers, 
cultivators, weeders, hoes and harrows (other 
than hand tools), and other such machinery and 
its parts (except for 84.24.049 below) 

Lawn and sports ground rollers and parts 

Harvesting and threshing machinery, straw and 
fodder pressels, hay or grass mowers, WinnOWing 
and similar cleaning machines for seed, grain 
or legzmi~ous vegetables,~ egg-grading and other 
grading machines for agricultural produce (other 
than those ofa kind used in bread grain milling 
industry), including combine harvester-threshers,, 
and parts for the above 

Dairy machinery, including milking machines and 
parts 

20% 

30% 

Free 

Free 

10% 

Free 

Fret? 
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84.27 

84.28 

84.28.011 

84.29 

84.30 

P?XSS‘SS, crushers and like machinery used in 
cider-making, wine-making, fruit juice prepa- 
ration, and parts thereof 

other agricultural and horticultural, poultry- 
keepjng, and beekeeping machinery, germination 
plant fitted with mechanicals or thermal 
eqLipmrnt, pouitry incubators nnd hroorlers 

Plate mills and hammer mills 

Machinery of a kind used in the bread grain 
milling industry, nnd other machinery (other 
than farm-type machinery) for the working of 
cereals 01~ dried leguminous vzgetables, and 
Parts thereof 

Other machinery, e.g. tea and sugar processing 

$ ~~.. . "Ul i.e. Kenya wept. of Customs and Excise, Nairobi 



Agricuit~ure Les"tho has a populaticn of about 1.2 r~lillionl which makes 
it one of the most densely populated countries in the 
region, as its area is only 30,000 square miles. 50% Of 
the male work force is absent ct any one time, working in 
South Africa; Lesotho is completely surroL?ded by South 
Africa, and is a member "f a common zust"ms union with 
South Africa, Botswana and Swaziland. 

The average size of holding is abo,;t 2 hectares. Much of 
the land is unsuitable for farming, being mnuntainous; 
soil erosion on slopes is a particular problem, Only 138 
of the land area is cultivated, msstly on the 200,000 
smallholdings. The great majority of thesr farmers use 
draught a~nimals for pllughing, this type oi mechanisation 
being well advwced in Lesotho. 

1977-78, Area & PrOduction of Major Crops 

Crop; 

Fallow 

Wheat 

PFaS 

Maize 

Sorghum 

Beans 

Cthers 

Area planted ____- 

summer 

63,161 

26,552 

4,498 

111>530 

62,033 

14,271 

4,154 

lpctaros) in 

winter 

271,583 

16,354 

1.213 

none 

n0r.e 

"""E! 

97 

t 

i 

- 

Producticn 
(tons) 

57,906 

4,427 

143,168 

85,7i5 

10,783 

Not available 

Source: t,nnual Report, blinistrv of Agriculture 

No. of farm households reporting use and ownership of SOUP"es of 

agricultural power, Lesotho, 1970 

Holding size 
(acres ) 

No land 

Under 2.0 

2.0 - 3.9 

4.0 - 5.9 

6.0 - 7.9 

8.0 - 9.9 

10.0 - 14.9 

15.0 & Over 

I”. of 
louseholds ____ 

2,34" 

36,792 

55,689 

40,849 

22,282 

13,277 

11,564 

4,603 

7,367 

L5,438 

L4,025 

9,633 

6,172 

5,571 

3,009 

1 -- 

-aught al 
30rmmed -~ 

8,181 

10,305 

6,195 

3,143 

2,068 

1,086 

386 

oin 

t 

1 

2 

I 

1 

.6,724 

15,370 

-6,010 

6,832 

4,311 

4,iJlO 

655 

.i 
,bk Source: 'Agricultural Equipment in Lesotho' T.E. Cc 

99 

126 

35 

225 

229 

55 

66 

-- 

T 
@ 

- - 

-__ 
Hired 

1,399 

2,168 

1,725 

1,531 

405 

1,046 

480 

,a,ld, ITDG, London 1976. 
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&fain 
Features of 
C"stoms 
Regulations 

Lesotho imports almost all its agricultural equipment 
mainly from South Africa; at present there are an estimate' 
2,000 tractors in the country. The most notable equipment 
produced locally is a special spinning wheel developed to 
spin the fine mohair w?ol which is a principal export. 

Lesotho has recently established an Appropriate Techuology 
Unit, under the auspices of a semi-sutonomous parastatal 
corporation, the Basotho Enterprise Development Corporatioa 
(BEDCO). The Unit, which has received support from several 
donors, will coordinate AT work in Lesotho, and act as a 
central Channel for funds, samples of equipment and ideas. I 

Lesotho is completely surrounded by South Africa, and is 
thus dependent on its sole neighbour for all transport 
acce.ss It is als.3 cut in tiVo by the mountains, which run 
east-west. Lesotho has recentl;/ closed its south-eastern 
border with South Africa because of ttie creation of the 
'independent' Bantustan of Traxskei. 

There is a rail-head at Maser", aad most goods traffic is 
carried by rail to and from Dart Elizabeth, Durban and 
East London. Road transport is complicated by the insistence 
of South Africa that each loai must have a separate permit 
- this is to protect t‘le monopoly position of South African 
railways. 

Air traffic is limited but collld expand in the future if 
a new airport is built. Lesotl1o.s exports of mohair and 
handicrafts lend themselves to xir-freightir;x, being high 
value aud low weight. There are road links to Botswana 
and Swaziland, through South Africa. 

International Freight & Travel Kuhne B ?!ag:el 
BOX MS 294 PO Box MS 519 
Maser" !*eLSf:l-u 

Tel. 2554 Tel. (0501; 2478 
Telex 361 BB 

Lesotho Airways 
Box MS 861 
MW.er" 

Nqoko Transport 
Box MS SO2 
MaS3I-U 

1. With Botsxwana and Swaziland, Lesotho is a member of 
the South African Customs Union, with the Republic of 
South Africa. 

2. The basis of valuation for duty is the 'normal price 1 
of the goods to the importer'. This is 'calculated on 
the basis of a sale thereof, at the time of entry for 
home consumption in the open market . . by any person 
to any other person both such persons being independent 
of each other . ..'. it is in effect the FOB price. 

3. Where both a percentage rate and a specific rate are 
shown, the higher is the operative rate. 

4. A commercial invoice and bills of lading are required 
for all commercial consignments; the consignee usually 
stipulates the number of copies. Certificates of 
origin, Che forms for which are available from commer- 
cial stationers, are required if preferential duty is 



to be claimed. No facsimile signatures are permitted. 

5. An import surcharge of 71% (on normal price) is levied 
on goods imported, but with the following exceptions - 
plough shares, plough parts, harvesting machinery, 
combines, fodder presses and egg-grading machines. The 
tariff rate on these is shown in the table &low. 

6. Import licenses are required for all goods except those 
on a 'free-list' - this is signified in the tariffs 
below 

Customs Tariffs 

82.01 

82.01.10 
10 

:90 

82.01.20 

82.01.30 

82.01.40 
10 
:20 
.30 

.90 

82.01.90 

84.24 

84.24.10 

84.24.15 

84.24.50 

84.24.55 

84.24.57 

X4.24.60 

84.24.70 

84.24.75 

ITEM 

Hand tools for agriculture, horticulture, or 
forestry 

Rxes : + 
Hatchets with steel handles 
3thers 

Grub hoes+ 

Picks and mattocks 

Forks: 
Forks with 8 or more prongs 
Grub forks 
Others, with prong length exceeding 15Omm 

Others 

Others (i.e. other hand tools) 

Agricultural and horticultural machinery for 
soil preparation "i- cultivation (for example 
ploughs, harrows etc): 

Ploughs, mouldboard type (excluding reversible 
;;p,x&with Two or more but no more than 4 

, deslgned for use with tractors 

Ploughs, disc type, with 2 or more hut pot 
more than 5 discs, designed for use with 
tractors 

Other ploughs 

Ploughs shares (angle & flat)* 

Plough discs 

Parts "f ploughs (except disc and shares)* 

Harrows, offset disc type, of a width not 
exceeding 2m., designed for use with tractors 

Harrows ) one-way disc type, of a width not 
exceeding 2.6m., designed for use with tractor: 
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TARIFF 

20% 
3% 

30% 

25% or 
:O$ each 

3n$ each 
Free 

Free 

15% 

Free 

20% 

Free 

15% 

15% 

15% 



:, ,~ 
,, 

- 
CODE 

____ 
ITEM 

84.24.80 

84.lC.40.90 

Other harrows 

Reciprocating pumps driven by compression engines 
Reciprocating pumps not drivewby such engines 

84.10.50.10 

84.24.87 

84.24.90 

X4.25 

84.25.10 

84.25.15 

84.25.20.10 
.90 

84.25.40 

84.25.50 

Centrifugal, submersible pumps bore less than 20011 

Fertiliser distributors and manure spreaders 

Other agricultural or horticultural machinery 
for soil preparation or cultivation 

Harvesting and threshing machinery: 

Harvesting and threshing machinery* 

Combine harvestcrs*~ 

Power-operate:1 straw and fodder presses* 
Other straw or fodder presses 

Ray or grass mowers (excluding lawn mowers) 

Winnowing and cleaning machines for seed, grain 
or leguminous vegetables 

84.25.80 Egg-grading machines* 

+ No import licence 
* No import surcharge 

s_o_Ur_ce: Customs and Excise Dtpartment. M.laseru. 

i 

ARIFF 

FlY?e 

Ii.,, 
FX!L? 

205, 

Fret 

Fl-fX 

FlY?fZ 

Free 

FIY‘Z 
Free 

FPS? 

Free 

FX?G! 
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MALAWI 

Agriculture Malawi has a population of about 5.2 million, and around 
4 million arres under cultivation; perhaps 1 million acres 
of good cultivable land remains uncultivated at present. 
About 5% of the land cultivated is under estates, of which 
there are about 400. Maize is the main crop, occupying 
78% of the acreage under cultivation. Up-tti-date figures 
are not available, but the distribution of principal crops 
in 1$X8/69 is shown in the table below. 

principalcandor, Area under 

Malawi, 1968/69. (Includes mixed cropping) 

Crops 

Maize 

Sorghum & Millets 

Pulses 

Groundnuts 

CaSSaVa 

Potatoes 

Tobacco 

cotton 

Tea 

Rice 

sugarcane 

I 1 
Acres 
3 000 

2,643 

1,226 

1,188 

I~,100 

738 

446 

152 

91 

43 

41 

24 

% Of output grcJwn 
3" farms of less 
than 25 acr+s 

87 

) 

) Not 
) Available 

j 

) 
38 

100 

6 

100 

0 

Source: National Sample Survey of Agriculture, 196819, 
Malawi Government. 

Technology Most cultivation is still done by hand, using a tanged hoe, 
and most crops are grown on ridges. Ox-drawn implements 
were first introduced in the 195Os, and by 1969 there were 
15,000 ox-drawn ploughs in the country, as well as 11,500 
ox-drawn carts. Since then, there has been a considerable 
increase in the use of ox-drawn equipment. One constraint 
is a general shortage of draught animals. 

The government considers that use of ox-drawn equipment 
is only viable on holdings =f 8 acres cr more. These make 
up about 120,000 of the 1 million smallholdings in the 
country. Another widely-used item of equipment is the 
knapsack sprayer; cotton and tobacco are both grown 
extensively by smallholders, and these crops require 
regular spraying. In 1969 there were 11,000 sprayers, most 
of them individually owned. Apart from some limited 
tractor-hire schemes, government policy is against pooling 
or communal use of equipment. 
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Yechanization polizy is Ripled r-z.7titularly at four bottle- 
necks:- land preparation, when iell can be greatly in- 
creased by early plantinn; maizi -ihelli"?‘; groundnut shell- 
inx; and rice-threshin??. over li>‘ IX- '~raininii centres now 
operate, and evaluation and local :in'11 :cture of eijuipnenL 
to meet these bottlenecks is a prle'stv. 

!iala:vi imports relatively few hand-tr,.T~'s n;r q l,ittle a::--.iiraw" 
equipvent. AFrimnl (Malawi) Ltd., 4OC~ loca: :.~-owned, manu- 
factures enough of the follo:?inc: to mec~- loca- dennnd: hoes, 
plgushs, single-row planters with fertiS:.5er attachment, 
cultivators , jiroundnut lifters, gx,oundnw shellers and 
harrows As can he seen fror~ the table b,e:cTw, Aqrip:al also 
ex>orts larpe quantities of equipoent, mai;ily to Zambia. 
Other manufacturers I" 'lalami produce trailers, bore--hole 

PL"TS > maize-shellers and ox-carts. All tract"rs and 
tra,:tGr-drawn implements arc irported, Fainly from Suuth 
Africa, the United Kingdom, Italy and Pustralia. 

In 1978 a Rational A?proprjate Technology Committee was 
established, under the u~hrella of the National Qs~arch 
Council, the Secretary of which is the Co-ordinator of the 
NATC. +!embership is drasw fror the government, statutory 
bodies and fror the private sector. Valawi has not si‘t up 
a specialist AT Centre, feeling that there is enough 
Productive ~orl'. to be done in sipply co-ordinating the ex- 
istinE R & D, nanufacturinx and extension services. The 
Chitedze Investigation and Testing Unit, which evaluates 
local and imported equipoent,also develops equipment itself. 
Evaluation of sprayerr is done by the ?lakola F!esearc!l 
Station, and Runda Collew of Asric'llture evaluates 
machinery in the Aw-icultural EnEineerinx Department. 

Ownership of selected iters, Malawi, 1922 

Roes 2,473,mo Pangas (machetes) 430,700 

Axes 882 i 100 Ox-car~ts il~.WO 
Ox-Plowhs 14,SOO Sprayers 10,600 
::or:i oxen 41,200 

Source: ibid. 

?roductio" & Exports of Agricultural Equipment, :&lawi, 1971 

Item 

uoes 
'!ouldboard Plowhs 
9id:inp: ploughs 
Cultivators 
l%.lTOWS 

Planters 
Xaize mills 
Borehole Pumps 
Ox-ca:ts _~ 
Tobacco Press*rs 
!:aize sheller 
Trailers 

Production I Export 

711,000 74,000 
2,200 227 ClSiS. 2.665) 
2,000 1,000 

350 239 
320 675 

40 ) 
500 
900 
480 
600 

1,000 
230 

Source: Xalawi country Paper, rural Technology !?eetinp, 
Arusha, 1077. 
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Malawi is land-locked, but has a direct rail link to the 
NIozambique ports of Nacala and Beira; the former carried 
259,000 tons of Malawi traffic and the latter 581,000 tons 
in 1977. Both ports have container services. The railhead 
inside Malawi used to he at Sxlima, "ear Lake Malawi, but 
the line is now extended 1;~ the capital Lilongwc, a"d by 
1981 a further extension through Ilchinji to the Zambia" 
border should also be completed. nlalawi carries on ex- 
tensive trade with countries to north and south, exporting 
the Agrimal implement:% to Zambia and Kenya among other 
countries. 

There is a road link with Tanzania, via Katumbi and Tundumz 
through northern Zambia. Goods from Malawi to Zambia go by 
road via Chipata and Mchinji; there is also road traffic 
through Zambia to and from Botswana and South Africa. 

Malawi has recently acquired the first container terminal 
of any land-locked country in Africa, at Blantyre, where 
containers arriving by rail from the ports can be re-routed 
by road to their final destinations. 

Agence Maritime International 
P 0 Box 838 
Blantyre 

Tel. 636066 
Telex 4232 

Rennie Press (Malawi) 
P 0 Box 477 
Blantyre 

Tel. 634755 

Malawi Railways 
P 0 Box 5144 
Limbe 

Clan Transport 
P 0 Box 364 
Blantyre 

Press Transpoxt 
P 0 Box 51141 
Limbe 

United Transport 
P 0 Box 176 
Blantyre 

Manica Mann George 
P 0 BGX 460 
Blantyre 

Tel. 634533 
Cable MANICA 
Telex 4134 

Air Malawi 
P 0 Box 84 
Blantyre 

Kamata Transport 
P 0 Box 856 
Blantyre 

Roadmarc 
P 0 Box 5195 
Limbe 

Tel. 631005 
Cable UNITED 
Telex 4152 



Main 1. 
Features 
of Customs 
Regulatisns 2. 

3. 

4 

5. 

Customs Tariff 

CODE 

;~, 

;:,,, 
82.01.01 

I 
~, 

Basis >f value for duty is the c.i.f. Price of ths goods 
at the Malawi border. 

Su'r-c;lx of 20% on top af the duty-paid va?ue is charged 
on certain goods, on which customs duty laid i!: more 
thai. 5%. However, surtax is net charged on hoe!; an+ 
on single-furrow mouldboard ploughs of a~ wfigh; not 
exceeding 55kg. each. 

Import licenres are not required for +zricultura!~ 
tools or machinery, if imported froai ACP, EEC, GATT 
& Commonwealth countries. 

A cash deposit of 20% of the c:i value of all imported 
goods must be lodged at the silllie time as the application 
for foreign exchange is made by the &la.wi inPorter. 

Combined forms of invoices and certificates of origin 
are nxi..A ,~'red and are obtainable from most Stationers. 

ITEMS 

f:,;,,‘;, 8?.01.02 - ! 
5-'.01.99 I 

i;,~ 

:;;; : 
::: 

f:,;,,‘;, 8?.01.02 - ! 
s2.01.99 I 

i;,~ 

:;;; : 
::: 

j:ij,:,, 
,,;f;? ,, 
,. ,, 
,;y~. 84.10.02 

;,‘:, 

84.24.02 
~,,,,~ ,: 
,:~, 

i 84.24.03 - 
84.29 

j:ij,:,, 
,,;f;? ,, 
,. ,, 
,;y~. 84.10.02 

;,‘:, 

84.24.02 
~,,,,~ ,: 
,:~, 

i 84.24.03 - 
84.29 

Hard tools the follawing: spades 
shovels, picks, hoes, forks, rakes, 
;.xes , billhooks and similar hewing 
tools, scythes, sickles, hay knives 
grass shears, timber wedges and 
other tools of a kind used in 
agriculture, horticulture or 
forestly 

pumps, industrial or specialised 
for water sqqly,sewerage, drainage 
or irrigation 

Single-furrow mouldboard ploughs 01 
weight not exceeding 55kgs. 

Agricultural, horticultural and 
forestry machinery for soil prepa- 
ration or cultivation, harvesting 
and threshing machinery, fodder 
presses, mowers, winnowers, gradiw 
machinery, dairy machinery; parts 
for ploughs 84.24.02 

* and in addition * and in addition to duty, a charge of K5.00 per 100 to duty, a charge of K5.00 per 100 

Source: Departmt Source: Department of Customs & Excise, Blantyre !nt of Customs & Excise, Blantyre 

Hoes other than hoe blenks* 

TARIFFS 

3%5, AC?, 
;ATT and 
Zorrnonwealth 
3rigin 

5% 

5% 

“0% 

5% 

Others' 
origin 

30% 

106 

10% 

25% 



SWAZILAND 

Agriculture Swaziland has a population of abour half a million, most 
of them living in rural areas, the only two significant 
towns being Mbabane and Manzini. Land is divided into two 
categories, a division dating from colonial times. 56% is 
owned by the king and this 'Swazi Nation Land' is allocated 
by the chiefs to each family wanting land for subsistence 
use. Individual freehold (title deed) land occupies the 
other 44% of the‘country, and is divided into about 450 
large farms, many owned by companies or non-residents' 

Thus some 35,003 smallholdings on Swazi Nation Land, most 
of them less th&n 5 hectares, coexist alongside large 
commercial farms, some of which arz ranches of over 10,000 
hectares. The table below shows area and production of 
principal crops in 1975. 

Area a~cd production of crops, by sector, Swaziland, 1975 

crop 

Maize 

Sugarcane 

Cotton 

Groundnuts 

Sorghum 

Beans 

Tobacco 

Citrus 

Rice 

Smazi Nation Land 

Hectare: 

60,999 

131 

11,336 

5,808 

3,447 

1,682 

260 

norw 

nolie 

Land Use, Swaziland, lC76/77 (hectares) 

t 

1 
Tonnes 

87,961 

'13,970 

9,903 

2,503 

2,316 

1,209 

254 

none 

none 

Category 

Cropland 

Grazing 

Forestry 
(Comnercial) 

Other 

Total 

-r t 
I 

Title Deed Land 

Hectares 

4,948 

18,08@ 

6,247 

none 

7 

210 

35 

2,349 

1,613 

- 

Tonnes 

5,950 

L,227,499 

6,820 

none 

4 

189 

21 

53,983 

4,418 

Totai 
I Swazi Nation 1 Title Deed 

Land Land 

153,015 97,323 55,692 

1,239,669 829,128 410,541 

97,009 97,009 

237,423 72,082 165,341 

1,727,116 998,533 728,583 

Source : (Both tables) Rural Technology Meeting, Arusha - 1977 

Swaziland Country Paper, Unpublished. 



Techn0lug-y It is difficult to identify the r,&l;bers of implements in 
use or imported "IT exported, as separate figures are not 
available. However, in 1977 Swaziland imported El.8 
million worth of agricultural machinery, of which, about 
f0.5rn was for tractors. Around 200 tractors are imported 
each year, mainly for the iarge commercial farms,but there 
is some tractor-hiring by better-off smallholders. Nest 
imports come from South Airica, by which Swaziland is 
almost completely surrounded. 

Swaziland has a growing manufacturing sector, nxportlng 
televisions to South Africa and recently to Nigeria also. 
A parastatal corporatior manufactures the 'Tinkabi' 
tractor. a small 1CHP machine of which some 5CO have now 
been made in Swaziland, and in which several African 
countries have expressed an interest. 

Sw;rziland does not have a s?parate government body dealing 
with Appropriate Technology, but discussions have been 
held on establishing such a committee as part of the 
Nationai Research Council. 

Trancsport Srvaziland has a railway to the port of Maputo in Mozambique, 
a distance of about 140 miles. A new rail link is currently 
undez construction to join up with the SoEth African 
Railway at Golel, to the south-east of Swaziland; this 
mill conuect SwaziLand to the port "f Richards Bay. The 
existicg railway was built to handle the export of iron 
ore, which is now declining, though traffic in pulpwood, 
fruit and sugar has replaceti it to some extent. Traffic 
to Swaziland through South Africa has to be transhipped 
from rail to r"zd at Piet Retief or Barberton. Despite 
this, much of Swaziland's imports coines Through Durban, 
as logistical problems at Maputo can cause delays. 
Also, fern ships from Maputo call at East African !)"rts, 
most of them going to or coming from the south. The 
quickest export route is road/rail to Johannesburg, ~then 
containerisation and by rail to Cape Town. Because of 
legislation to protect South African Railways, permits 
are required for road transport from Su-aziland through 
South Africa, and these permits are only issued 'one-off'. 

Xanzini airport is not large enough to take large cargo 
planes; airfreight therefore requires a truck to take the 
goods from Swaziland to Jan Smuts airport in Johannesburg. 
Nonetheless, it sometimes comes out cheaper to airfreight 
even quite heavy consignments to certain places, when 
account is made of the various logistical problems and 
other factors. For example, sea-freight of a Tinkabi 
tractor to Nigeria costs more than twice as much as it 
dots tc InSize 

Agents Kuhne %. Nagel 
PO Box A180 
Mbabane 

Tel. 4-3011 & 4-2091 
Telex 2046 WD 

Rennies Consolidated 
Box 109 
Manzini 

Fr?ight Services (Swaziland) Ltd 
PO Box 31 
Manzi.ni 

Tel. 52137 
Cable 'FREIGHTS' 
Telex 2065 WD 

. 



Main i. 
Featl:res 
of custrrns 
Regulaiions 

2. 

3. 

4 , 

5. 

6. 

Customs Tariffs 

CODE 

82.01 

82.01.10 Axes: + 
.lO Hatchets with Steel handles 
.90 Others 

82.01.20 Grub hoes+ 

82.01.30 Picks and mattocks 

82.01.40 
"10 
.20 

82.01,90 

84.24 

With Uo?Suana ard Lesotho, Swaziland is a member of 
tile South ,?f~~ican Customs Union, with the Republic of 
South Africa. 

The basis of valuation for duty is ihe 'norn~?~l price 
of the goods to the importer'. This is 'calculated on 
the basis of a sale thereof, at the time of entry for 
home corsumption in the open market "._ by any person 
to any other person both such persons being independent 
of each other . ..I ; it is in effect thz f.o.r. price. 

Where both a Percentage rate and a Specific rate are 
shown, the higher is the operxtive rate. 

A commercial invoice arJ bills of lading are required 
for all commercial cr~nsignments; the consignee usualiy 
stipulates the nur?;er of copies. Certificates of 
origin, the forrx for which are available from 
commercial St::i"ners, are required if preferential 
duty is t" :%e claimed. No facsimile signatures are 
pemiiL L‘Li. 

A,, import surc,,arg:e of 7ic, (on the normal P=,cS) IS 
levied on goods imporred, but wizh the fol~;~r~~~ting 
exceptions - plough Shares, pl"Ugh Parts* 
machinery, combines, fodder presses and egg-grading 

machines. 

Import licences are required for all goods except 
those on a 'free-list' - this is Signified in the 
tariffs below. 

ITEM 
- 

Hand tools for agriculture, horticulture, or 
forestry 

Forks: 
Forks with 8 or more prongs 
;rub forks 
Xhers, vith prong length exceeding 1501~1 

-r 

t 

Xhtrs 

Xhers (i.e. other hand tools) 

Agricultural znd horticultural machinery for 
Soil preparation or cultivation (Car example 
ploughs, harrows etc): 
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TARIFF 

20% 
3% 

25% or 
306 each 

15% 
Free 
1570 "1‘ 
306 each 
Fret? 



84.24.10 

84.24.15 

84:24.50 

84.24.55 

84.24.57 

84.24.6C 

84.24.70 

84.24.75 

84.24.80 

84.10.40.90 

84.10.5O:iO 

84.24.87 

84.24.90 

84.25 

84.25.10 

84.25.15 

84.25.20.10 Power-operated straw and fodder presses* 
-90 Other straw or fodder presses 

84.25.40 

84.25.50 

Hay or grass 17owers (excluding lawn mowers.) 

Winnowing and cleaning machines for seed, 
grain or leguminous vegetables 

84.25.80 Egg-grading machines* 

Ploughs, mouldboard type (excluding reversible 
type) with two or more but no more than 4 
shares, designed for use with tractors 

Ploughs, disc type, with 2 or more but not 
more than 5 discs, designed for use with 
tractors 

Other ploughs 

Plough shares (angle &flat)* 

Plough discs 

Parts of ploughs (except disc and shares)* 

Harrows, offset disc type, of a width not 
exceeding Zm., designed for use with tractors 

Harrows, one-way disc type, of a width not 
exceeding 2.6m:, designed for use with 
rractors 

Other harrows 

Reciprocating pumps driven by compression 
engines 
Reciprocating pumps net driven by such 
engines. 
Centrifugal and submersible pwps, bo,:~? less 
than 200 mm. 

Fertiliser distributors and manure spreaders 

Other agricultural or horticultural machinery 
for soil preparation or cultivation 

Harvesting and threshing machinery: 

Harvesting a.nd threshing machinery* 

Combines* 

+ No import license 
* No import s,lrcharge 

Source: Department of Customs and Excise, Mbabane 

15c, 

15% 

Free 

20% 

Free 

i5% 

15% 

15% 

Free 

1~5% 
?ree 

20% 

FlY?e 

Free 

FIY% 

FIT‘.? 

Free 
FIVX 

FI-t?e 

FIXa 

. 
Free 
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TANZANIA 

Agriculture Tanzania has a population of about '15 million, of whom 13 
million live in xx-a.1 areas, the great majority of them 
in farming households. The land area of Tanzania totals 
884,000 square kilometres, utilised as follows: 

Smallholder cultivation 39,000 sq,kms. 
Large scale agriculture i 6,000 . 
Grazing land 442,000 
Woodlands, light forests 377,000 
High altitude forests 4,000 
Urban, rocky & swampy art!af . 16,000 

884,000 sq.kms. 
------- ------- 

Thus most cultivated land is worked by smallholders. In 
1976, only about 10% of smallholding households possessed 
an ox-plough, most of the rest relying on hand-tools for 
cultivation. A few areas have tractor-hire services, but 
otherwise mechanisation is restricted to the large-scale 
farms, growing mainly export crops such as sisal, coffee, 
tobacco and tea, as well as crops such as wheat a"d sugar- 
cane for home cons,umption. The table below gives details ;::, 

I:', of crop production for 1975116. 

?<<I, 
z,y:;:;, 

Crop production, exports and share of output, Tanzania, 1975176 

g;;~ 
t>,; 
f;yc, ; ,,,~ 

Crop 
Hectares Production Export 

$ output grown 

grown (metric ton) (metric ton) "~,~~~'~p:$~~ 

::,;~,; 
r:, :, Cotton .,,. ) 41,998 47,633 100 

L,,,~,, Coffee 
) CSil- 

53,359 61,395 75 

Tobacco ) able 18,700 2,633 75 

Sisal 207,513 116,174 36,232 3 

Cashew NA 37,328 97,328 100 

Maize 1,200,000 1,100,000 none 90 

Paddy rice 240,000 64,000 none 80 

Millet 500,000 30,000 "On.2 100 

Wheat 32,000 20,000 none 15 

Source : Rural Technology Meeting, Arush", 1977 - Tanzania Country Paper. 

Unpublished. 

The government's 'villagisation' policy has resulted in 
the concectration of most of the rural population in new 
villages over the past decade; accurate country-wide 
figures on the distributibn of landholdings are not avail- 
able, hut variations in the size of holding are not large. 

Technology Tanzania produces large quantities of agricultural eqUipW"t, 
but also imports it. Its general policy towards mechani- 
satio" is that selective tractorisation is needed, but that 
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it must be backed up by maintenance, spare parts and 
effective utilisatio" - in 1977 it was estimated that 
30-40x of the tractors in the country were not worki"g due 
to mechancial problems. But the main roctis is on animal- 
power. and to this end plans are well-advanced for the 
construction of two new factories, at hlbeya and at xwanza, 
to supplement the production from Ubungo Farr Implements 
nt D:,r=i:s-'n:n;rm. 2 Jo 5 corpol-:i L, i,on c; TV nr Ir~c! i n 1 9ii!l ?I0s I, 
of the> production recorded in the table hclow is by IJFI. 

Production, Imports and Stock of Agricultural Equipmenr, Tanzania 

1~976 a"d 1978 

I 1976 

r LOG31 Production 

Ox-plough :l furrow: 

"a-plough (2 furrow) 

01-h31~r"w 

ox-planter 

Ox-cultivator 

Ox-ridger 

ox-carts 

Plough chains 

Maize sheller 

Maize Mill 

Winnower 

Groundnut sheller 

Hoes 

Panga 

Axe 

Grass Slssher 

Tl-aCt0l-S 

Tractor equipment 

10,000 

80 

10 

40 

40 

20 

1,ooc 

233,952 

NA 

224 

NA 

84 

350,000 

300,000 

80,000 

41,500 

none 

none 

mports 

NA 

NA 

200 

NA 

350 

300 

none 

1,700 

NA 

NA 

none 

,256,OOO 

750,000 

3,000 

NA 

331 

787 

1978 

)CZll 
.oductio" Imports 

7,000 

3 

NA 

6 

8 

NA 

300 

81,000 

NA 

603 

NA 

3 

500,000 

Nil 

NA 

77,000 

"One 

none 

(NA = not available) 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

400 

NA 

"""I? 

"""E 

NA 

NA 

NA 

none 

~,fi62,000 

345,000 

355,000 

NA 

75(1977) 

57(1977) 

. 

__~- 
1975 

2. in use 
?stimatt<) 

116,000 

none 

1,576 

128 

204 

344 

989 

119,000 

360 

NA 

130 

187 

,200,000 

,;40,000 

,800,000 

NA 

5,000 

NA 

I,!-, 

~‘, 

Sourr:es : (a) Ub”“gy~ Farm 1nip ,cnr~“t.s ) Il:lr-c~s-sUlaan. . 
__~ 

(b) 'Promotion of Rural Implements Ma""- 
facture' - ,I. Xueller, Copenhagen, 1977. 

We should also note that, as in all the countries in the 
rexion, large numbers of implements, especially hors, pa"R;s 
and axes, are made by village artisans from scrap steel- 
programme for the development of Rural Craft Workshops, ~1 which 
there are currently six, is now under way, and it is planned 
that these wj~ll also supplemeilt the factory production of 
equipment, especially that which requires a" assembly Operatlo", 
such as ox-carts. A major producer of stich carts at present 
is the Tanzania Agricultural Machinery Testing Unit (TAMTU), 
near Arusha~, where new equipment is developed and imports are 
tested. Tractors and tractor equipment are imported by private 



dealers and by a corporation, AISCO, under conditions laid 
down by AISCO. Animal-drawn implements and hand-tools are 
imported solely by UFI. 

Also shown in the table above is an estimate of the numbers 
of implements actually in use in 1976; however this is a 
very broadly based estimate. 

Transport Tanzania borders seven countries, shares a mid-lake border 
\uith an eighth and also has access to the sea. It is thus 
well-placed for regional trade, and t" act as a transit 
corridor for other countries. 

The new TAZARA railway links the port of Dar es Salaam with 
the Zambia? railway at Kapiri M'poshi (though trans-shipment 
is necessary as the gauges are different). Tanzania's 
older railway system links Dar es Srlr~am with Ki 
L&e Tanganyika, whence SOOTS Can be ferried t" fiu-undl and 

"ma 0~ 

Zaire, and with Mwanza on Lake Victcria, from where goods 
can he ferried t" parts of Uganda. The railway link from 
Moshi into Kenyais at present closed, as are the road links 
with Kenya. 

Both rail and road are used for the heavy traffic between 
Zambia and Dar es Salaam, and for traffic t" and from 
Burundi and Rwanda. In 1978, 850,000 tons of goods were 
carried between Zambia and Tanzania on rhe railway, and 
a further 226,000 tons by road. 

Transit goods tJr"ugh Tanzania must be covered by a bond 
equivalent to the customs value of the goods in Tanzania, 
but this bond security is waived for themxin authorised 
agents/carriers. 

There is a road link between Tanzania and Malawi,,via 
Katwnbi and Tunduma in Zambia. 

The port of Dar es Salaam is linked m"i-e with the northern 
ports on the east African coast than it is with the southern 
ports such as Maputo, but there are boats to Mozambique 
ports. 

Agents East African Transport Ltd Maritime Forwarders 
Box 991 BOX 4537 
Dar es Salaam Dar es Salaam 

Tel. 21170 Tel. 258715 
Cable EATRACO Cable FORWARDERS 

Telex 41020 

Express Tanzania Ltd 
Box 884 AMI Tanzania 
Dar es Salaam Box 9041 

Tel. 22401 Dar es Salaam 

Cable EXPRESS Tel. 31011 
Telex 41041 Cable AGENMAREST 

Telex 41008 

Freight Express 
Box 3510 
Dar es Salaam 

Tel. 29224 
Cable FECO 
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mansport 
Companies 

Karibafrnight 
Box 4367 
Dar es Salaam 

Zambia-Tanzania Road Services 
BOX 2512 
L&r es Sal~aanr 

Tel. 26031 
Cablz KARIBA 
Tries 41073 

Nztional Shipping Ai:!?:icirs 
BOX 9082 
Dar es Salaam 

Jaehbhai Pate1 si Co Tell 27241 
Box 252 Cable NASACO 
Dar Es Salhm Telex 41235 

Tc‘l. 22066 

ilain 1. 
Features 
Of customs 2. 
Regulations 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

No prefe;+nces. 

The va?~~:.z for duty purposes is the c.i.f. nrict mi the 
good;. For goods imported by air, oniy 5Oi of the air 
freight element is counted tow-ards the dutiable value. 

A sales tax is levied on the duty-paid value of many 

go@, but most articles listed in this !:uidP are free 
of sales tax. 

All goods imported into Tanzania must be insured with 
the National Insurance Corporation of Tanzenia. 

Most of the goods listed in this guide can only be 
imported through specified parastatal organisations 
such as the National Developmect Corporation, the 
Agricultural and Industrial Supplies Co Ltd., or 
Ubungo Far.x Implements Ltd. 

All imports into Tanzania are subject to quantity, 
quality and price inspection before shipment, except 
for goods with a value in pro-forma invoice of less 
than Tshg.20,000 unless in part shipments, or goods 
produced by international tender or through the Crown 
Agents. 

Customs Tariffs 

82.01 

82.02 

84.24 - 
84.27 

CODE ITEM TARIFF 

Hand tools, the following: spades, shovels, picks 
hors, forks and rakes; axes, bill hooks and simila' 
hewing tools; scythes, sickles, hay knives, grass 
shears, timber wedges, and other tools of a kind 
used in agriculture 

of a kind used in horticulture or forestry 

Saws (non-mechanical) and blndes for hand or 
machine saws, other than butchers saws 

Butchers saws 

Agricultural and horticultural machinery for Soil 
preparation or culrivation (for example, plougbs, 
harrows, cultivators, seed and fertiliser distri- 
butors; agricultural and horticultural machinery 

- 

I‘ 

i 
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10% 

10% 

3o?c 



84.28 A 

84.28 B 

84.29 

84.30 

84.10 

for harvesting and threshing and sorting and 
cleaning; dairy machinery; presses and crushes 

plates mills and hammer mills 

Other agricultural machinery, and horticultural, 
beekeeping, poultry-keeping nachinery etc 

Machinery of a kind used in the bread grain 
milling industry and other machinery (other than 
farm type machinery) for the working of cereals 
or dried legv:!ninous vegetables 

Other food processing machinery (excluding domestic 
Other food processing machinery 

Pumps 

Source: Customs and Excise uepartment - Dar-es-Salaam. 

10% 

10% 
30% 

NA 
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Agriculture Ascording to a team of Commonwealth experts, which reviewed 
the state of Uganda's economy after the Liberation War, 
between 1970 and 1978 production of tea was halved PI-O- 
duction of cotton fell from 76,000 to 11,000 tons, ar.d pro- 
duction of sugar dropped from 144,000 tons zo 12,000 tons. 
During the war, the only fxtory for farm implements was 
almost destroyed and then looted, and the production of 
this factory was anyway far below that needed to substitute 
for imports. 

Reliable figures on the value of agricultural production 
are not available. The table below gives rough estimates 
of the shares of agricultural output in 1976, for selected 
crops. 

Value of crop production by large and small farmers, Uganda, 1976 

Production 

Coffer 

cotton 

Tea 

Sugar & Jaggery 

Tobacco 

Grade -beef cattle 

Grade dairy cattle 

Traditional cattle 

- beef ' 

- dairy ~ 

-- 

Value in Small-Scale 
Shs. Million Farmers % 

2,510 95 

200 100 

89 40 

27 55 

15 100 

250 0 

105 25 

900 

595 

90 

90 

Large-scale 
Farmers % 

5 

0 

60 

45 

0 

100 

75 

10 

10 

source: 'The Rehabilitation of the Economy of Uganda,' report by a team 

of Commonwealth Experts, Conwonmealth Secretariat, l"?S. 

Figures on land ownership are not available, but it is 
clear that illegal sales 01 gifts of public land to private 
individuals were common in the past decade; these large 
estates are often now abandoned or their ownership is in 
dispute. But on the whole Uganda remains! as it has 
always been, a country of smallholders, with the large- 
farm sector playing a smaller role than, for example, in 
neighbouring Kenya. 

Technology The Commonwealth team estimated that 5 million hoes were 
required immediately, in mid-1979. The EEC provided a 
grant to purchase 1 million, and if the steel is available 
the 1980-81 Uganda" manufacturing capacity is about 1 
million/year. The UNIDO low-cost farm equipment project, 
which before the x-ar was producing limited quantities of 
ox-ploughs, ox-carts and hammer mills, required 6 million 
shillings for its rehabilitation. The main producer of 
hand-tools is Uganda Hoes Ltd. where production of 1.5 
million hoes in 1970 had fallen to 332,000 in 1978; in 
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that year, a" estimated 400,000 hoes were imported. 
Capacity at that factory is 1.5 million hoes per annum, 
about the same as estimated national demand. 

I" 1977 UNICEF and the Ministry of Agriculture & Forestry 
agreed tc set up a Village Technology Rescu~ce Centre, tc 
be constructed "ear Kampala as a demonstration and training 
centre which would also do R&D work 0'1 village technologies. 

Transpor 't Uganda is land-locked, but it has potentially good road,, 
rail, lake and river transport infrastructure with all 
its five neighbours: Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda,, Zaire and 
Sudan. I" recent years there has been a restrlctio" in 
the use of these routes, first in the border conflic,t with 
Tanzania, and later in the Liberation War. 

Presently the Sudan border is not open, and the land border 
with Tanzania has a limited capacity for freight, as the 
road connections between Mwanza and Masaka through Bukoba 
are difficult. A lake steamer service ccnnects Taa;zsaonia 
with Uganda via Mwanza - Port Bell and there are 
a~ir services. Road transport between Rwanda and 
eastern Zaire and Uganda has operated rr:gulariy throughout, 
and at Kampala these i-cute join Uganda's main route to the 
ccast - the Kampala/Nairobi/Mombasa road. 

This latter route is also served by the main railway line 
of Uganda/Kenya Rail-flays between Kampala and Mombasa, and 
this road and rail link is probably the mcst reliable for 
trade between Uganda and other countries of the region 
except Tanzania. 
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Agents Agence Maritime InternatiCnale 
Box 7043 
Kampala 

y&l. 42116 

Samtanus International Freight Fcrwarders 
Box 5914 
Kampala 

Tel. 58674 
Cable SAMTANUS 
Telex 61133 UG 

Transport Comet Freight and Travel Express Transport 
Companies c/c T A Bhatt PO Box 7194 

Box 5138 Kampala 
Kampala 

Tel. 41210 . 
; Tel. 3303 Telex 61026 

Kenatco Transport 
PO Box 687 
Kampala 

Tel. 57186 

Main features 1. No details are available of tariff rates and as foreign 
pf customs exchange control is a mere important factor, considering 
regulations the highly acute shortage faced by Uganda, information 
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about this is probably more useful. 

2. The current (15X0) ration of foreign exchange for a:1 
private sector imports is El0 million per month. All 
intending importers must apply for a foreign exchange 
allocation with a pro-forma invoice from the supplier. 

3. Import licences are also required. The Ministry of 
Conwerce will issue import licences through a Committee. 
They will be valid for one year and be issued only for 
the following categories of goods: 

(i) Raw materials, spares, agricultural items, 
passenger and industrial vehicles, pharma- 
ceuticals, consumer goods, educational 
materials. 

(ii) Imports on behalf cf parastatals, industries, 
oil-companies and suppliers of the consumer 
market in rural areas. 

4. All import business wjl 1 be conducted by docunlentary 
letters of credit. 



ZAMBIA 

Agriculture With more than two million of its five million pcpulatio" 
living in towns, Zambia is the most urbanised of the 
CaNnonwealth countries in the region. The economy is 
dominated by the copper industry, and the lines of commu- 
nication reflect this dominance, with rail links from the 
copperbelt to ports in the east, south and west but less 
effective communication with the agricultural areas, In 
1978, 717,000 tonnes of exports were complemented by 
654,000 tonnes of imports. The general position of Zambia 
as regards imports and exports will be greatiy affected 
by developrents in Zirbabwe. 

About 70% of Zambia's rural population farm smallholdings 
of less than 2 hectares, and a further 20% have farms of 
between 2 and 5 hectares. There is also a large-farm 
sector, with 4,700 farms over 20 hectares, and iz is on 
these that most of the tractors in the country are to be 
found. 

The principal crop is maize, with a". average annual 
production of around 1.2 million tons, of which about 
750,000 tons are marketed. An estimated 415,000 hectares 
of maize were planted in 1976, compared to 67,000 hectares 
of groundnuts, the next largest crop. Figures are given 
below: 

crop 

Maize 

Groundnuts 

Sunflower 

Tobacco 

Sugarcane 

Cotto" 

Rice 

Area (1976) 
hectares 

415,000 

57,000 

19,300 

8,314 

7,156 

6,000 

2,200 

Production (1976) 
tons 

1,260,OOO 

46,000 

20,000 

6,476 

779,611 (cane) 

3,000 (seed) 

2,200 

-, 

m: Rural Technnloc~- Xeeting, Arusha - 1977. Zambia 

country paper unpublished. 
. 

Tecdnology There are no precise figures on the amount or type of 
agricultural equipment now in use, but about 800 tractors 
are imported each year, and until recently about 15,000 
ox-draw" ploughs mere being imported also, along with a 
variety of ox-drawn equipment, and about 200,000 hoes for 
hand cultivation. Until recently very little equipment 
was produced locally, but now an order for 5,000 ox-draw" 
ploughs has been completed by a local firm for NAMBOARD, 
which is the major importer and distributor of non-tractor 
equipment. The importation of ox-drawn ploughs has recently 
bee" banned, Maize mills, trailers and water bowsers have 



been locally manufactured for some time. One e"co"ragement 
to local manufacture is the AGMAC award for the best local 
agricultural machinery, a"d for the most promising proto- 
type. 

*iZambia has a National Appropriate Technology Committee 
which is chaired by the Permanent Secretary of the National 
Commission for Development Planning; it has subccmmictees 
on agricui'ture, industry, research and on community 
development, chaired by officers appointed by the respective 
Permanent Secretaries. 

At Magoye there is a Farm Machinery Resea-:h Unit, uzhich 
tests equipment for its suitability for use in Zambia; it 
cooperates closely with Zarnbian manufacturers, suggesting 
improvements in design CT fabrication of local equipment. 
There is also currently a UNDP/FAO project to set up 
Village Workshops with trained artisans, for in Zambia BS 
elsewhere local blacksmiths provide many tools which go 
unrecorded in the Qfficial statistics. 

Pro&action & imports of equipment, Zambia, 1976 

Equipment 

Tractors 

Tractor implements 

Ox-ploughs 

Ox-harrows 

Ox-planter 

Hoes 

Other hand tools 

Sprayers 

Ox-cultivators 

Planters & seeders 

Trailers 

I?arrcws 

Ecw5ers 

NC, manufactured 

none 

none 

none 

none 

*0*e 

50,000 

none 

none 

100 

none 

100 

2,000 

100 

No. imported 

848 

1,600 

15,000 

3,000 

1,000 

200,000 

50,000 

1,700 

300 

300 

156 

none 

none 

Source: Rural Technology %eting, Arusha, 1977 - Zambia 
Country Paper TJnpublished 

Transport Zambia is land-locked, but it also has, at least potentially, 
a number of alternative routes to the sea and to other 
countries. Before UDI its main port was Beira, using 
Zimbabwe as a transit route; traffic on this route declined 
and finally stopped in 1973, and Zambia" exports via the 
Benguela Railway to Lobito in Angola jumped from 170,000 
tons in 1972 to 438,000 tons in 1973. But in August 1975 
this route was severed by the war in Angola; in August 
1976 the TAZARA railway to Dar es Salaam was opened, and 
by late 1977 80% of Zambia's exports and 85% of its imports 
were coming through Tanzania. But because of the restricted 
capacity of the Tazars route, at the end of 1978 the railway 
line through Zimbabwe was x-opened to allow urgent imports 
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of fertiliser from South Africa, and now in 1980, 
independence will change the pattern again. 

Zimbabwe's 

Note should also be made of Zambia's road links, existing 
and potential. In 1978 over 200,000 tons of goods were 
carried by road between Zambia and Tanzania and in the 
early 1980s there was also heavy road traffic between 
Zambia and Kenya via Tanzania. SOme traffic goes to and 
from Mozambique via Malawi, being trucked between Zambia 
and Lilongwe via Mchinji, or to the railhead at Moatize 
in Mozambique itself. The railway is being extended from 
Lilongwe to the Zambian border, and Zambia has plans to 
estend its rail.way from Lusaka to Chipata. 

One deleterious effect on Zambia of Zimbabwe's independence 
may be that Beira will be swamped by Zimbabwean goods, 
forcing Zambia (and Malawi) to rely more on the northern 
Mozambique port of Nacala. 

Zambia is itself a transit country for traffic between 
Tanzania and Botswana; between Malawi and Botswana and 
other countries to the south; and for traffic between 
Zaire and South African ports. The route to Botswana via 
Livingstone and the Kazucgula ferry is not likely to return 
to its previous status nom' that Zimbabwe is independent. 
Transit goods through Zambia require a permit which cau be 
obtained at the border. 

Agents Agence Maritin?e Internationale J J Lowe Ltd 
Box 964 Box 420 
LUs&a Livingstone 

Tel. 74851 Tel. 2483 

Trans-Botswana Agencies Ltd Manica Freight Services 
BOX 420 PO Box 
Livingstone L&S&X 

Transport 
Coapanies 

Leopold Walford (Zambia) Ltd Jukes Curtis Transport Ltd 
Box 1280 PO Box 695 
Lusaka Lusaka 

Tel. 75041 Tel. 73009 

Zambia-Tanzania Road Services Contract Haulage Ltd 
Box 2581 Box 105 
Lusaka Lusaka 

Tel. 74861 Tel. 742Si 

LivtizstoneCustoms .4 Transport Co Ltd 
Bsx 178 
Livingstone 

::?$2;reight 

Ndola 
Tel. 3139 

Main 
Features 

1. Basis of value for duty is the f.o.b. price to the 
importer. 

of customs 
Regulations 2. A tax of 2% is levied on all import licenses. 

3. A sales tax of 10% is levied on all dutiable goods; 
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4. 

Customs Tariffs 

CODE 

82.01.00 

84.10.00 

84.10.22 

54.24.00 - 
84.25.99 

84.26.00 - 
84.29.10 

84.29.90 

however, the taxable amount on which this 10% is 
calculated is not the value for duty purposes, but the 
value for duty purposes plus 20% of that value, plus 
the import duty itself, plus 25% of the sum. Roughly 
speaking, the 10% sales tax works out at a 15-205 tax 
on FOB value. 

Foreign exchange is issued on a quotas basis, and import 
licences are required for all imports. In the case of 
agricultural tools and ox-drawn implements, NAMBOARD 
are the sole importers: 

A prescribed form of invoice and certificate of origin 
and of value is required for all imports. It is 
obtainable from stationers. The original form plus 4 
copies should be sufficient. 

Certain goods imported into Zambia must be inspected 
before shipment. 

Goods trans-shipped at Dar es Salaam should include on 
their invoice the Customs Cooperation Council 
Nomenclature tariff numbers for the goods in question. 

ITEX 

Hand tools, the following: spades, shovels, 
picks, hoes, forks, rakes, axes, billhooks, 
scythes, sickles, hay knives, grass shears, 
timber wedges, other tools of a kind used in 
agriculture, horticulture or in forestry 

Liquid elevators of the bucket, chain, screw, 
band and similar kind 

Pumps for stationary engines 

Agric~lt"ra.1, horticultural or forestry 
machinery of all kinds, (i.e. harrows, cul- 
tivators, ploughs, threshers etc) and parts 
thereof, with the exception of lawn mowers 
and rollers and motorised scythes . . . . . 

Dairy machinery, milking machines, churns: 
PlXSSC3, crushes and other such machinery for 
nine-making, cider-meking, fruit juice prepa- 
ration etc; other agricultural, horticultural, 
poultry-keeping and bee-keeping machinery, 
germination plant fitted with mechanical 01‘ 
tharmal equipment, poultry incubators and 
brooders . . . . . 

Machinery (other than maize grinders) of a kind 
used in the bread grain milling industry, and 
other machinery (other than farm type machinery) 
for the working of cereals or dried leguminous 
vegetables 

Machinery not falling within the above headings, 
ofa kindused in bakery, confectionery, etc. 

Source : Department of Customs 8i Excise - Lusaka 

i 

TARIFF 

Free 

73% 

74% 

Free 

Free 

10% 

79% 



ZIMBABWE 
The population of Zimbabwe is about 7.5 million, 80% of 
which lives in rural areas. A large proportion of the laud 
of Zimbabwe is Suitable for arable agriculture and livestock 
grazing, and there are several distinct zones related to 
al~titude and rainfall which are suitable to different types 
and different intensities of agriculture. 

Administratively, at Independence in 1980, the agricultural 
land qf Zimbabwe was divided into three tenure systems: 

(i) European land - (mostly large commercial holdings) 

(2) Tribal Trust land (peasant farming areas) 

(3) African Purchase Land (available to selected 

African farmers) 

Of these categories the European Land and Tribal Trust Land 
occupy most of the agricultural land, and until independence 
access to Them was controlled on racial grounds. The African 
Purchase Land was available only to 'emergent' African 
farmers who could verify their farming ability and access to 
a sufficient sum of capital. 

Consequently, the rural population, and the size of holding 
is unequally divided between these three categories of land- 
tenure system. The large farming area, previously designated 
European land, occupies 15.5~ hectares of farmland and 
grazing, and contains only 7000 holdings. The Tribal Trust 
la"ds(TTL's)occupy 16.2111 hectares of farnland and grazing 
and are settled by 4.64 million people, 62:: of the popu- 
lation. Thus, including grazing land, this represents a 
land availability of 3.5 ha. per resident in the TTL's. The 
African Purchase Land consists of 6,5OC holdings, but 
only 8% of the total APL area is cropped - most is used for 
livestock production. 

In both the large farming areas a"d the TTL's also, a large 
proportion of the land is used for grazing livestock. About 
14.Om. hectares of iand in each tenure arez. zre used for 
crazing, leaving the following amounts of arable . 

Large Farming area - 1.51". hectares land: 
Tribal Trust Lands - 2.2m. hectares 

According to ecological classification this accords with 
the total amount of land naturally suited to arable agri- 
culture, any expansion of which will require irrigation of 
lznd presently only suitable for pasture. The present 
Wive-year Development Plan contains a prevision to irrigate 
about?S,OCC hectares of Tribal Trust Land. 

The principal crops groa'n in Zimbabwe are: maize, wheat, 
tobacco, sugar-cane, millets and sorghums, groundnuts, 
cotton and soya beans, with tea and coffee in the highlands 
of the East. In the TTL'sthe main food crops are maize, 
sorghum/millet, and pulses whilst the main cash crops are 
maize, groundnuts and cotton. 
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Technology From this it can be seen that there is a clear divide in 
Zimbabwe in the demand for different types 01' agricultural 
machinery. In the Tribal Trust Lands there are 800,000 
households of whom up to 700,000 have agricultural plots. 
As the total area of TTL arable land is only 2.2m ha., then 
the average size of arable holding is 3.1 ha. In the 
large farming sector the average size of arable holding on 
the other hand is 100 ha. These latter holdings are farmed 
with a high capital/labour ratio and there is a large 
domestic demand for tractors over 50 IIP and tractor -drn%n 
implements. In the Tribal Trust Lands, the majority of 
households farm with hand implements and these are manu- 
factured within Zimbabwe. Normally there is also a signi- 
ficant use of ox-draught, although this use had temporarily 
fallen during the emergency; three companies manufacture a 
range of ox-drawn implements. Any significant increase in 
demand for ox-drawn machinery would depend on both increased 
irrigation within the TTL area, and upon any future measures 
of land redistribution. 

There is also a small notentia! demand for small tractors 
under 30 HP in the TTLs and in the smaller tenure area of 
freehold in the 'African Purchase Areas.' Cul.tivation 
machinery is not the only type of machinery manufactured 
in Zimbabwe, and the output of the country's relatively 
large manufacturing sector includes a high value of 
agricultural machinery of all types, although this is 
largely for the large farming sector. 

The importation of agricultural machinery and all goods into 
Zimbabwe is strictly controlled in order to keep a tight 
control over the use of scarce foreign exchange reserves. 
Import applications are subject to an evaluation by the 
Ministry of Agriculture which recommends according to the 
availability of alternative locally produced implements 
and according to the productive potential of the item to be 
imported. 

The Institute of Agricultural Engineering, 18 km. north-west 
of Salisbury, tests agricultural machinery as well as 
conducting engineering and agronomy trials. It has 
decently formed an Intermediate Technology Section which 
gives special attention to the machinery requirements of 
the small farming sector. In its programme of testing of 
locally produced ox-drawn machinery it has developed some 
improved designs and it has produced a list of all low-cost 
tools available in Zimbabwe, with the aim oi making a com- 
plete collection to which can be added appropriate 
additions from outside the country. The IAR also has a 
programme;to develop alternative power sources and is 
working on windmills and biogas. 

Zimbabwe borders Mozambique, South Africa, Botswana and 
Zambia and lies across potentially important regional 
transport routes between Southern and Central Africa. 

The Zimbabwe Railway System forms a link in a continuous 
line of rail between Botswana and Zambia, via Plumtree, 
Bulawayo and Victoria Falls. The railway also links the 
South African railway system at Beit Bridge, and southward 
to Lesotho and Swaziland. 



Agents 

Road transport is well developed and is served by a country- 
aide network of metalled roads, which aiso cross the Zambian 
border at Victoria Falls and Chirundu, the Mozambique border 
at Umtali and the Botswana border at Plumtree Freight 
between Salisbury and Zambia and Southern Africa can now 
equally easily be carried by road transport or by rail 
transport and there are several freight companies which 
spesialise in this. 

Since independence, Zimbabwe now has direct air-links 
can be used for air-freight. with Kenya, Zambia, Malabi 

which 

and Tanzania. 

Goods imported and exported to and from Zimbabwe by sea 
freight presently use Beira. hlaputo and the South African 
ports 

Allen Wack and Shepherd 
I'. 0. Box 586 
Salisbury 
Tel. 794311 
Cable: THAINE 

Mitchell Cotts Seafreight Ltd 
P 0 POX 264 
Saiisbury 
Tel. 792666 
Cable: XCTRAVEL 

Manica FreiEht Services 
Ltd. 
Salisbury 
Tel- 760761 
Cable: MANFREIGHT 

Freight International 
P 0 Box US372 
Salisbury 
Tel. 708877 
Cable: STEAMSHIP 

Telex 2169 Telex 4348 RH 

Transport 
Companies 

National Railways of Zimbabwe 
P 0 Box 582 
Salisbury 
Tel. (Rail) 700020 

(Road) 700029 

Bdattle & Dare 
3 Upton Road 
Ardbennie 
Salisbury 
Tel: 64403 

Freight Forwarders of Zimbabwe 
Ltd. 
P 0 Box 4099 
Salisbury 
Tel. 700891 

Clan Transport Co. Ltd 
P 0 Box 2253 
Salisbury 
Tel. 64651 
Cable: CLAN 

Air Zimbabwe 
P. 0. Box API 
Salisbury Airport 
Salisbury 
Tel. 52601 
Cable: AIRZIMBABWE 

Swift Transport Services 
P 0 Box 772 
Salisbury 
Tel: 64777 

Main features 1. Duty is assessed according to the 'Brussels Definition 
of custom of Value' (BDV). All goods are dutiable to the BDV 
regulations value as it is assessed at the point and time of entry 

into Zimbabwe. 

2. The BDV is valued as the normal price on FOB basis, and 
allowances are made for discounts operative on quantity 
supplied. Theoretically the BDV should be assessed 
as the open market value of an item is released for 
sale on the Zimbabwe market at the time of entry. In 
practice, as long as there is no business association 
between the supplier and the importer, the original 
invoice of the supplier is acceptable as proof of value. 
Customs needs to retain one cony therefore of commercial 
invoices. 
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Customs Tariffs 
&:;, 

CODE 

t,~;;: 
118 (a) (i) Agricultural Machinery Fref? 

Where the importer is asociated in business with the 
supplier, then the Customs Department will, in con- 
sultation with the importer, determine the price that 
would have been charged 1 the transaction had occurred 
on the open market. 

Preferential retes of ,':.cJ ~-? applicable to goods 
orig'nating in the Rf+ut;lz of South Africa, I$zz;ho, 
Swaziland, Mozambin-e, Angola and Portugal. 
rates vary ar:",~~t, ~"A to item and should be ascertained 
from the Department of Customs. 

Imports made fro!?? these sources should be accompanied 
by a 'Certificate of Origin', which should be completed 
and signed by the menufsct~lrer/supplier. one copy only 
is required. 

Strict foreign exchange controls operate in Zimbabwe 
and all prospective importers are required to apply for 
a foreign exchange allocation. In the case of a new 
item of agricultural machinery this may involve the 
need for the item to be tested by a government department 
to accord it a priority. 

Several items of agricultural machinery are not permitted 
agaibst these allocations, amongst which: groundnut 
shellers and pickers, hammermills, ploughs, riders 
(although in the case of ox-drawn machinery it should 
be ascertained whether a particular item is exempt 
according to its technical specifications). 

M 

118 (a) (ii) Single furrow mouldboard ploughs having a 15% 
mass not exceeding 55kg. 

,I,, 

Source: Department of Customs and Excise, Salisbury 

: 
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INDEX OF MANUFACTURERS INDEX OF MANUFACTURERS 

Manufacturer 

African Rural Storage Centre, 
BOX 7 
Chilanga 

African .8w?l Stvrire Centre, 
Box 82694 
Mombasa 

Agricultural Implements Manufacturers 
Box 1553 
Nakuru 

Agrimal (Malawi) Ltd., 
Box 143 
Blantyre 

Beekeeping Sect., Min. of Agric. 
Box 30028 
Nairobi 

Brown 8r Clapperton Ltd., 
Box 52 
Blantyre 

Bulwtayo Steel Products Ltd., 
Box 1603 
Bulawayo 

Chitedze Research Station 
Rex 158 
Lilongwe 

Component Parts (Swaziland) Ltd., 
Box 1087 
Mbabane 

Dept. of Lands, Valuation % Water 
P. Bag 311 
Lilongwe 

Farm Machinery Research Unit, 
Box 11 
Magoye 

Bobs Harries Engineering Ltd., 
Box 40 
Thika 

Ideal Casements Ltd., 
BOX 45319 
Nairobi 

Jandu Plumbers Ltd., 
Box 409 
Arusha 

Country cages 

Zambia 63 

Kenya 85 

Kenya 17 26 46 

Malawi 16 21 22 27 37 

42 48 49 55 

Kenya. 82 

Malawi 5C 58 60 67 87 

Zimbabwe 18 

Malawi 48 51 

Swaziland 68 

Malawi 

Zambia 

Kenya 

Kenya 

Tanzania 

65 

47 

71 

15 27 

72 



Manufacturer 

Kenya Enrines2rin.r Industries Ltd., 
BOX 18331 
Nairobi 

Kfatlen,? lkre1opnent noarr1, 
150x 208 
?ochildi 

~Kilach.2 Production R Trainin? Centre, 
.S"X 21 
Himo 

Vajeng" Co-operative 5rouP, 
Box 764 
Arusha 

'!;m~!c LnF:ineers Ltd., 
BOX 1274 
Arusha 

:: 

‘IOihUdi ill-i ::ades, 
BOX 240 
!iochudi 

xdumr? Ltd., 
BOX 62 

/,, Gilsil 

,, 

Nr:olo Indiztries !Ltd., 
c/o BOX 5052 
Lilonzwe 

Northland Engineering Ltd., 
BOX 1540 
Ndola 

Ploushs ?i Allied Products Ltd., 
Box 4R7 
Kj~sumu 

John Rau & Co. Ltd.. 
Box 2803 
Salisbury 

3hoplov Ltd., 
BOX 1059 
BUlaWa]~" 

Rural Industries Innovation Centre, 
P. l?q 11 
KaIlVe 

Country. PaFys 

tie,:-, 25 

Botswana 35 

Tanzania 73 

Tanzania 66 

Tanzania 5 8 

13"tSwma 44 

Kenya 57 R!J I 

Malawi 88 

Zambia 18 

Kenya 15 21 32 70 88 

, 

Zinbabme 83 

b 

Z ir,bahwe 20 23 28 4n 

Botswana 61 



!&mufacturer 

Save t,he Children Vocational "'orkshop, 
kx ‘15 28G 
V2cj?l-!, 

s I SCOliA 
BP 3214 

Tanzania Awic. :! achinery Testin- Unit, 
Box 1389 
;I I-” .s h R 

Tmyru r;;rni turr ‘12x-C. 
I’ 3. nul~uti 
4 i‘ ii 5 h R 

Tin!cahi Tract,or ?roject, 
,:0x 4io 
Ilanzi.ni 

Tunnel Co. Ltd. 
Private BhE 
FOi-: Tl?lTl2n 

Ubunrro Farm Irplexents Ltd., 
BOX 20126 
Dar-es-Ealaa,K 

Uhandisi Co-operative Society, 
r,“X 849 
Arusha 

Ujuzi Leo Industries, 
BOX 714ci 
Arusha 

United Engiceering !"orks Ltd., 
Box 3082 

TJarren Engineering itd., 
Box 3C151 
Nairobi 

count I->- 

,,rs0r,,0 

TanT.ani a 

Tanzania 

S,w;azi land 

17 29 3” 3 1 33 
34 3s ‘II 42 il 3 
43 ,S% 53 5 4 5.5 
68 86 x7 

19 33 45 8s 

81 

35 

K,“!:2 7.5 76 

Tanzania 16 26 SO 

Tanzania 77 

Tanzania 69 

Tmzania s9 81 

Kenya 73 
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:NDEX 3F TCOLS .AND IMPCEMENTS 

- 

m 

Ewehires 

Beekeeping Equipment 

Cultil:stors 

Groundnut Lifters 

‘air \;a 

Grounmut Threshin? P, Shellins 

Hand-Tools 

AErinal Diamond 
Acrinal Triangular 
Ap-inal ZipZ:aq 
Rhoplcw Diamond 
Rhoplow Trian~xllar 
?hoplow Zi?-Zac 
Siscoma ?otary 
Siscona Zi.c-Zar. 
TA'!TU %ctan,qu: ?r 

Horse/Donkey Carts Siscorxi Cart 

Hydrams Jandu Hvdran 

Incubators Kilacha Incubator 
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r:, n y a Tori-!i;ir Iii I<; 
P;iu Lanr:.srrot!l Fii-c 
Ten~fru Beehive 

Beekeepini: Section, Kenya G2 
IIOllej' Press, United Engineering 81 
92~ Ecuipnen~t 83 

Siscoma Bcn'ser 

A?rinal i-Tine 22 
Agrinal ?tandard 21 
PAP Universnl 21 
?hoplow .i-Tine 23 

As:rir.al Lifter 4x 
!?ornu Lifrer 47 
Chitedze Lifter 4 c 

A(-rical Pheller l3 
Chitedze Pod-Cracker Cl 
Siscona Alternating Sheller 53 
Siscona Pod-Stripper 53 
Siscona ?.otar\, Thresher 
Siscona Sene.~kl Screen Sheller 

52 
52 

L!FI Sheller X! 

A~xicultura.1 Inplenents, Nakuru 
A~rir?al 
Ideal Casements 
!:enya Enyineering 
Rhoplon~ ("!lealie" Brand) 
&I 

X!! 
83 
81 

86 

26 
27 
27 
25 
28 
2fi 

37 
37 
37 
40 
40 
40 
3x 
18 
33 

XE 

72 

79 



?lethane Generators 

v._. 1 ‘I”di,li’le 

Eutcbison Generators 
Ubandisi Generators 

Mills For Grain Ator Y!aize !!ill 
Dunia Iland 'Till 
Xusinja "laize Mill 
Knnik l'aize ITill 
Kdume 'baize Vi11 
RIIC >?orghum "'ill/Thresher 
United "!aize 'fill 

Ox-Caris a + c OX-Ca.l’t 

Paddy Threshers 

Palm-Nut Crackers 

Persian I?heel 

Planters 

Xgolo Ox-cart 
.Siscoma Ox-cart 

Agrinal Thresher 
Siscoma Thresher 

Siscona Cracker 

Jandu Persian "heel 

Rgrimal Ox-drawn Planter 
B + C IIand-planter 

42 
46 
44 
4F 

:!ochudi Ox-drawn Planter 
Tiotary Injection Planter 
Tiscona Donkey-drawn Paddy Pltr. 41 
Siscoma Hand-onerated Paddy Pltr. 41 
Siscona Paddy/Vheat Planter 42 
Siscolna Super-Eco Ox-drawn Pltr. 43 
TA!!TU Hand-planter 45 
TA?ITU Ox-drawn Planter 45 

Xidgers 

Shellers 

Page NO. 

75 
77 

58 
6@ 
60 
58 
57 
El 
59 

37 
RS 
07 

55 
54 

55 

72 

Agric. Implerents Uouldboard I7 
Agrinal 'Quldboard 16 
BSP Silver ?edal *:ouldboard 19 
Ideal Casenents Wuldboard 15 
'iifaru Ylouzh 19 
Northlands !"ouldboard 18 
PAP FEouldboard 
?.hoplow Z-furrow 
P.hoplow Single-furrow 
Siscoma ?ouldboxrd 
UFI :louldboard 

Agriln-i Sidper 
?hqlor~i ?.idker 

22 
23 

Agrinal Groundnut Sheller 
F. + C 'baize Sheller 

49 
50 

Siscona Alternating G'nut Sheller 53 
Siscowa Sene~nl Screen G'nut " 52 
E1scomi Yaize Sheller il g 

UFI Groundnut Sheller i0 
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TV?? ?::nz71P L Page No. 

Tractors 

':ater-Purr s 

WatePTtl”kS 

\~!heelbarrows 

w 

Windmills 

Binnowers Siscona Cvene Yinnower 

Solar !'.'ater-~sentcrs 

Spinning:-Y'hceis 

storape structures 

'Threshers 

liutchison f?c+ater 

Yohair Sninnin.?-"'heel 

Fcrrurlbu Ilaize-nin 

Aoriral Paddy-Thresher 
?IIC Sorghun Thresher/?lill 
Piscona Groundnut Pod-stripper 
Siscoma Groundnut Thresher 
Siscoma Paddy Thresher 

YafTkonasothle Tool-Rxr 
PA!? Sine Tool-Rar 
,Sisconz Arara Tool-Bar 
Siscoma Ariana Tool-Bar 
Siscona Baol Tool-Bar 
Siscoma Greco Tool-Bar 
SisLom;l Occidentale Tool-Bar 
Siscora Si..e Fouu,? Tool-Bar 

Tinkabi Tractor 

B + C Y!ater Pun[,s 
‘,llila,l .IuUL'!eL~ralr 7:-y 
Lands/Valuation 'Malawi Pump 
Majenzo Pump 
Siscora. Gueroult Pump 

l'la~rrrn rater-Tanks 

Afsteel !?heelbarros 

PAP Ox-cart Ybeels 

Arusha P'indnill 
Kijito Yindnill 
PAP Drapon Windmill 

7F 

80 

F3 

55 . 
51 
53 
5 3 
5 4 

35 
32 
30 
33 
34 
32 
2 9 
31 

36 

67 
F8 
GFJ 
66 
6X 

73 

85 

88 

63 
71 
70 

I 

54 
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